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Abstract 

Coherence Ptoperties of Extreme Ultraviolet / Soft X -Ray Sources 

by 

YanweiLiu 

D?ctor of Philosophy in Applied Science and Technology 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor David T. Attwood, Chair 

/ 

Extreme ultraviolet (EDV) and soft x-ray (SXR) wavelen~hs, covering the electromagnetic 

spect:nim region of "'1-4011m, ptovide many unique opportunities in a wide range of 

scientific research and industrial applications. Coherence ptopetties of light sources play 

critical roles in many of these applications. In this thesis, properties of three curtendy 

available coherent EUV /SXR sources: undulators in synchrotton radiation facilities; lasers, 

and high-otder harmonic generation (HHG) sources, are iiwestigated. 

For undulator radiation, the detailed spectrum and angular distribution in the itnpottant 

central radiation cone are studied. The radiation from a single electron including the effects 

of 1.i.fuited numbet of oscillations, and the radiation from an electron beam with finite 

eleCtron beam size and divergence angle are analytically and numerically calculated. 

Based on-amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) process, EuV /SXR lasers have long been 

limited to poor spatial cohe~nce. In a series of_Young's two'-pinhole experiments~performed 

with a capillary discharge 46.9-nm EUV laser, rapid spatial coherence buildup has- been 

observed as a result of refractive anti-guiding (mode selection) in a long and narrow plasma 

column. It is demonstrated for the first time that essentially full spatial coherence can be 

obtained from an ASE-based EUV /SXR laser. 
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High-order Harmonic Generation is a prorms1ng method for generating coherent 

~UV /SXR. radiation by up-shifting intense optical lasers to very high order harmonics. 

However, due to the strong interaction between the laser field and the atom, coherence of 

the pump laser field is not always preserved. Through a phase-matched HHG process inside 
·~::·. 

a hollow-tote fi.bet, spatially coherent EUV radiation is generated arid verified by two-

·.pinhole interferenc~ 'experiments. Fourier analysis of the two-pinhole interference pattern 

reveals spectral information characteristic of the broadband radiation, providing a simple yet 

· ·u~eful n:i~thoci for absol~te wavelength and spectrum measurements at EUV /SXR 

.·: .. __ :·:corripaiirtg l:he sources, un'dlliatbt radiation has the best spectral coverage; highest average 

. ' · · ph:6ton flux, an·d the flexibility to produce desired coherence properties with adequate 

~filtering ·techniques. The other two sources have made significant ptogress recently and the 

~xperitrientS ·reported here have demonstrated their ability to generate coherent radiation 

. With u5efui photdn fl-uX at EuV wavelengths. With their compact sizes, they are likely to pLi.y . . 

j · -' · i.niportatlt roles in EUV / SXR. science and technology in the coming years . 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Opportunities at Extreme U ltraviolet and Soft X-Ray Wavelengths 

The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray (SXR) regions of the electromagnetic spectrum 

provide many unique opportunities in both scientific research and industrial applications . In 

this region, the wavelengths extend from approximately 1 nm to 40 nm, corresponding to 

photon energies from 30 e V to several ke V. The applications of EUV /SXR radiation can be 

roughly grouped to those utilizing these photon energies and those taking advantage of the 

wavelengths, while in some cases combining these two aspects can give additional benefits. 

Wavelength 

1 flm 100 nm 10 nm nm 0.1nm=1A 
I 

vuv 
CuKa: 

2ao 
I 

uv: ; . Extreme Ultraviolet Hard X~rays 

~ ~ 

1 eV 10 eV 100 eV 1 keV 10 keV 

Photon energy 

Figure 1-1. The EUV / SXR region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Shorter wavelengths in 

this region permit one to "see" and "write" smaller features, as in microscopy and 

lithography, while photon energies from 30eV to several keV provide efficient and sensitive 

elemental and chemical identifications. [1] 

The photon energies in EUV /SXR region are well matched to the primary atomic resonance 

of most elements across the periodic chart, permitting clear elemental identifications. \Vhile 
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infrared/visible/UV light are routinely used to probe the vibration states of molecules and 

the electronic states of valence and outer shell electrons, the relatively high photon energy of 

EUV /SXR can reach the core levels of atoms. The core levels reachable by EUV /SXR are 

usually those " shallow" ones, which are sensitive to the electronic environment and have 

abundant chemical information. As a result, EUV / SXR absorption spectra usually have rich 

features , which can be used as chemical "fingerprints" for the system. Furthermore, due to 

efficient absorption, the penetration depth of EUV /SXR photons in most materials is 

generally on the order of a micron or less, thus providing an ideal probe for surfaces. These 

unique interaction properties between materials and EUV / SXR photons are revealing much 

new information to scientists in many disciplines, including atomic and molecular physics, 

chemistry, material science, surface, and environmental science. Some examples of the 

techniques used are XPS (X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy) , NEXAFS (Near Edge X-ray 

Absorption Fine Structure) Spectroscopy and PEEM (PhotoElectron Emission 

Microscopy) . 

The wavelengths of EUV /SXR are much shorter than those of the more familiar 

infrared/visible/ ultraviolet light. Since the ultimate resolution of an optical system is limited 

by the wavelength, EUV /SXR based systems have intrinsic advantages over their optical 

counterparts when trying to "see" smaller features, as in microscopy, or "write" smaller 

patterns, as in lithography. For example, a SXR microscope has reached spatial resolution of 

21nm [2]. Critical for the semiconductor industry to maintain the "Moore's Law" (the 

doubling of transistors on a chip every couple of years), EUV lithography [3] (using EUV 

light at 13.4 nm) will follow current deep-UV lithography (in which the shortest working 

wavelength is currently 193 nm) to be the next generation technology for the patterning of 

computer chips. EUV is expected to enter high volume manufacturing at so-called 45-nm 
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and 32-nm "nodes", in the years 2007 and 2009. Also benefiting from the short wavelength, 

an EUV interferometer can measure wavefront aberrations with accuracy smaller than the 

size of an atom [4]. With wavelength and resolution in nanometer scale, EUV / SXR imaging 

system will also find more applications in the fabrication and characterization of 

nanostructures, whose amazing properties are attracting much research interest. 

Although aforemeqtioned applications generally only take advantage of one aspect of 

EUV /SXR light (either photon energy or wavelength), combining them can give some 

interesting results. A good example is the operating of SXR microscope at the so-called 

"water window" [5] region. In this region, photon energy lie between the carbon K-edge 

(284 eV) and the oxygen K-edge (543 eV). The microscope usually operates just below the 

oxygen edge (corresponding to wavelength of 2.4nm), where organic matter is highly 

absorptive (due to carbon) while water is relatively transparent. This provides a natural 

contrast when observing cells in their natural aqueous environment, an attractive feature to 

biologists, since higher resolution electron microscope can only work on samples without 

water's presence. 

Figure 1-2. Images of malaria-infected red blood cells obtained by a SXR rrucroscope 

operating at "water window". Images are cells (a) un-infected, (b) newly infected and (c) 36 

hours after infection. Extracted from Ref. 6. 
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Recently there have been more and more clever and creative uses of the high spatial 

resolution EUV /SXR microscope using photons with intentionally selected properties 

(particular photon energy, polarization, etc.) . Such experiments demonstrate the power and 

flexibility of EUV /SXR microscopy. An example is illustrated in Fig. 1-3, where a FeGd 

alloy is imaged at three slightly different wavelengths. T he image shows dramatic changes 

due to the polarization-depended interaction between photons and iron atoms . 

hCD = 704 eV 
below Fe L-edges 

Contrast reversal 

h CD = 707.5 eV 
Fe L3-edge 

h CD = 720.5 eV 
Fe L2-edge 

Figure 1-3. High spatial resolution SXR imaging of magnetic domains on a FeGd alloy. 

Images taken at sligh tly different photon energies around Fe L-edges show dramatic 

changes. (Courtesy of P . Fischer, Max-Planck-Institute for Metals Research) [7] 

1.2 High Quality EUV /SXR Optics 

All applications usmg ligh t as a tool need adequate optics to manipulate the light, for 

example collect, transport and focus it. Materials are generally too absorptive in EUV /SXR 

region; therefore familiar refractive optics (e.g., lenses) do not work. Even if some particular 

materials are relative transparent at particular wavelengths (usually just below a primary 

absorption edge, like Si at - 90 e V or Al at -70 e V), their refractive indexes are so close to 
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unity that no noticeable refraction will occur. This close-to-one refractive index also cause 

very weak reflection at any interface, so another type of familiar optics, metallic fll.m coated 

reflectors, is also not a viable option. Fortunately, in the past decade there has been great 

progress in the development of EUV / SXR optics. Two types of high quality optics are now 

readily available: multilayer-coated reflective optics, and diffractive optics represented by 

Fresnel zone plate. 

Multilayer coatings greatly enhance total reflectivity as a result of constructive interference 

between reflections from the many interfaces. For example, a 50-period Mo/ Si multilayer 

coating can achieve more than 70% peak reflectivity just below the Si L3-edge (99.2 eV), at 

wavelengths in 13-14 nm range. This provides the "enabling technology" for EUV 

lithography. By choosing adequate material combinations, multilayer coatings can cover the 

long wavelength end of EUV /SXR region with fairly good reflectivity. 

(a) 

(c) 

39-nm lines 

0.8 

0.6 
.c ·;:;; 
u 
Q) 0.4 
~ 
([ 

0.2 

(b) 

12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 
Wavelength (nm) 

14.5 

Figure 1-4. (a) Side view of a Mo/Si multilayer coating. 

Mo is the dark layer and Si is the light one. [8] (b) 70% 

reflectivity can be reached by a 50-pau Mo/B-1c/Si 

multilayer. (Courtesy of Sasa Bajt, Lawrence Livermore 

National Lab) (c) 39 nm lines printed by multilayer 

mirror based EUV lithography testing system. [9] 
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The resonant wavelength for constructive interference (where the reflectivity is peaked) of a 

multilayer is twice the thickness of a unit pair (known as the d-spacing). This is the case of 

normal incidence, first order; a more general expression is rnA- = 2d sin e, where e is the 

incidence angle measured from the surface and m is the order. As a result, the thickness of 

each layer is roughly a quarter of the desired working wavelength. Given the short 

wavelength of EUV/SXR, each layer is usually only tens of atomic layers thick. This not only 

constitutes a tremendous challenge on the layer deposition technique, but also effectively 

prevents multilayer mirrors from working in the shorter wavelength end of EUV /SXR 

region. Diffractive optics, represented by Fresnel zone plate, is the alternative for this region. 

Currently a state-of-the-art e-beam lithography system can fabricate zone plate having 

hundreds of zones with minimum displacement error and outer zone width of around 20 nm 

[1 0], the enabling technology of high spatial resolution SXR microscope mentioned before. 

Figure 1-5. A zone plate consisting of 618 zones with outer zone width of 25nm. Such high 

quality optics is the core component of a high spatial resolution SXR microscope. (Courtesy 

of E. Anderson, Center for X-Ray Optics, Lawrence Berkeley Lab) 

6 



Diffractive optics also provide the design freedom for "customized" patterns to generate 

desired amplitude and phase change, which can be much more complex and useful than the 

simple spherical wave phase factor obtained by a zone plate. Figure 1-6 shows one such 

example. In it, the XOR pattern of a zone plate and grating produced a focal plane 

dominated by the foci of ±1 orders, while the usually strong O'h order is eliminated. In the 

future, wavefront engineering using diffractive optics should find more applications in 

EUV /SXR regions, where as few as possible optics elements are desired (due to poor 

efficiency), and traditional wavefront correction and modulation methods, which depend on 

refractive optics, do not work. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1-6. (a) A designed pattern combining zone plate and grating in one element. (b) The 

intensity distribution at focal plane of (a) . Extracted from the cover of Applied Optics, Dec. 

2002 issue. See Ref. 11 for details. 

The availability of high quality optics has greatly helped the developments of optical systems 

in the EUV / SXR region to take advantage of the short wavelengths. At this point, it's 

interesting to have a look at the situations in the hard x-ray region, where the wavelengths 

are in the order of 0.1 nm and less. Although the wavelengths are even shorter, the lack of 

high quality optics greatly limits the performance of imaging systems in that region. For 
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example, reflective optics used in hard x-ray telescope is limited to grazing-incidence mirror, 

usually having a bulky size [12]. In contrast, normal incidence multilayer mirrors help to 

make very compact EUV telescope and eliminate many problems associated with grazing

incidence optics, for example aberrations and nonspecular scattering [13]. For microscope, 

hard x-ray zone plates are troubled with the lack of interaction between hard x-rays and 

materials . As a result, opaque zones have to use thick materials, in turn making the 

fabrication of narrow zones difficult. Since the resolution of a zone plate system is 

approximately equal to the minimum (outer zone) width, currently the highest spatial 

resolution is achieved by a SXR microscope, rather than a hard x-ray one. 

1.3 EUV /SXR Sources 

\Vithout practical light sources, all these great applications and optics would be pointless. 

Historically the EUV /SXR region is a relatively "dark" region in the exploration of 

electromagnetic spectrum, with less research going on. \Vhile part of the reason may be 

EUV /SXRs can't exist "naturally" (due to strong absorption by essentially all materials) so 

that even experiments have to be done in vacuum, the major obstacle now is the source. The 

reason is rather simple: photon energies of EUV /SXR are simply too high for our ordinary 

world which fits, naturally, to the visible light. For example, let's consider a thermal source 

based on black body model. Having a surface temperature around 6000 K, the Sun is a good 

radiator of visible photons with energies in ~ 1 eV region (For T=6000 K, kT = 0.3 eV, k is 

the Boltzmann constant). To shift the peak of spectrum to EUV around 100 eV, this will 

require the temperature go up 100 times to a formidable 600,000 K, far away from our 300K 

equilibrium world. 
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Given the difficulties of generating EUV /SXR radiation, it is no surprise that currently the 

widely used source is synchrotron radiation, a rather ridn-convehtiorta.I way of generating 

light. Synchrotron nidiatiori is produced when a' particle· (usually an electron) moving at 

speed close to c (speed of light) undergo~s -acccl~tation (typically ·a ''turn" in tna~etic fi~ld). 

Such radiatio~' has a very broad spect:t:Utri d~e: i:o the ~xth:me relativistic motion, extendlng 

well into x-ray region with GeV-level'electrons [14). DriVen by both the exciting research 

opportunities and the lack of dependable source in the short Wavelength region, dedicated 

synchrotron radiation facilities have been constructed throughout the world and still more 

planned. Currently they are the main mature and practical sources in short wavelength 

region. (Synchrotron radiation' facilities are usually b~t with their particular spectrum 

coverage in mind. rpere are "low energy" machines with electron energy in the range of 1-2 

GeV to cover EUV /SXR region, "high energy" machines with electron energy in the range 

of 6-8 GeV to cover hard x-ray region and some "medium energy" machines are also 

available. With the help of novel magnetic structures~ in fact either of them is capable of 
- . - . . . . - . 

covering the whole band,only a matter of optimization.) 

Synchrotron radiation apparently has its "shortcomings" 111 terms of expense and 

accessibility. Alternatively, smaller scale (so-called table-top) sources have also been actively 

pursued. These sources are usually based on the radiation from hot-dense plasmas, which 
- . . ' . ' 

have high enough temperature and density to generate intense EUV /S:XR radiation. The 

generation of such hot and dense plasmas requires significant energy to be delivered, on a 
' - '. . ' - . 

very short time scale, accomplished by high peak power lasers or fast high-current electrical 
' • • I • : • '• 

discharges. In addition to the continuum radiation, ions in the hot plasmas can be. excited 

and produce strong line emission. With suitable plasmas conditions, population inversion 

and lasing can occur. [15] 
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More recently high order hamionic. generation (HHG) has enjoyed extensive research 

interest as another promising technique to generate EUV /SXR. In HHG, strong electric 

fields; generated by focused terawatt-level (peak power) femtosecond lasers, induce 

extremely high order nonlinear process, up~.shifting photon energies from the IR to greater 

than 300 eV [16]. With recent progress in both the IR laser pump and optimization of the 

harmonic generation process, HHG is e111erging as a realistic approach to laboratory-scale 

EUV /SXR experimentation. 

1.4 About This Thesis 

This thesis is about the coherence properties of EUV /SXR sources. A laser is the best

known example of a coherent light source. If we just compare our understanding of Nature 

before and after the invention of the laser, it's quite natural to have the desire for coherence 

in the EUV /SXR region. For reasons will be discussed in following chapters, a traditional 

laser is not available in EUV /SXR region. In this thesis we will begin, in chapter 2, with 

fundamentals of optical coherence theories, with emphasis on applications at EUV /SXR 

wavelengths. The following three chapters will be assigned to the three currently available 

coherent sources: undulator, EUV /SXR laser, and high order harmonic generation sources. 

For each type, the mechanism of generating EUV /SXR radiation and the factors influencing 

their coherence properties will be discussed. Among the potential applications, many do not 

require a high degree of coherence. For this reason, an additional chapter (chapter 6) will 

follow, discussing other types of EUV sources, largely incoherent in nature. In the final 

chapter, sources properties will be summarized and compared for their strengths and limits 

for potential applications. 
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Chapter 2 

Optical Coherence at EUV /SXR Region 

2.1 Fundamental Optical ~oherence Theory 

Although light is a form of wave, its frequency is usually too high for the direct detection of 

its instantaneous amplitude and phase. In most cases, the observable quantity is intensity, a 

time-averaged value: I= c£0 (E(t)E* (t)), where £0 is the permittivity o~ free space, c is the 

velocity of light (assuming the medium is vacuum). Here (and in this thesis) the electric field 
,·. 

is represented in scalar form E, with E* as its complex conjugate. The brackets denote a 

time average (as the .result of long detector response time compared to the optical 

frequency). For simplicity, from now on we will drop the two u~portant constants and 

represent intensity as I= ( E(t)E* (t)). 

"Coherence" is a measure of the correlation between fields drawn from different points in 

space and time. To see this, we consider the field arising from two point sources. Thetotal 

electric field is the sum of the fields originating from each source point, which can be 

represented as E(t) = E1 (I+ t) + E2 (t) . A time delay 'tis introduced to include the possible 

path diffetence from the observation point to the t:Wo source points. The intensity is then 

I= ( E(t)E* (t)) 

= (E1{t + r)E1• (t + r)) + (E2 (t)E2• (t)) + (E1 (t + t)E2 • (t) )+ ( E1• (t+ t)E2 (t)) 

=11 +12 +2ReT12 (r) (2-1) 

The term r 12 (r)=(E1(t+r)E2.(t)) is called mutual coherence function [17],~determining 

whether or not pronounced interference effect will occur. The normalized form of ~2 ( r) , 
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(E1(t + -r)£2• (t)) 

YJz(-.) = ~(IE~n~(l£20 
(2-2) 

is called the complex degree of coherence, a fundamental quantity in the optical coherence 

theory. Using }')2 (r), Eq. (2-1) can be represented as 

From Eq. (2;..2) and Schwarz's inequality, IYJ2 ( r)l is limited to a range of 0 ~ lri2 ( r)j ~1. One 

extreme, IYJ 2 ( r)j =0, corresponds . to the'·, incoher~nt' . case, where electric fields are 

uncorrelated and intensities simply add. The other extreme, jYJ 2 ( r)j =l, corresponds to the 

coherent case, where the intensity shows the strongest constructive or destructive 

interference effect (depending on the phase angle a). In reality, the degree of coherence is 

generally somewhere between the two extremes, and is referred to as partially coherent. 

Please notice that the coherence discussed in this thesis is limited to the classical description 

of light field (electrical field E representation, with assodated amplitude and phase) and the 

correlation between the electric fields. This is sufficient for the applications we are interested 

in, where the final results are always related to the intensity distribution, for example image 

forrilation in microcopy and lithography, or time-integrated reading of interference patterns. 

In those cases, the influence of coherence can be well studied using the concept of a mutual 

coherence .function, as describedin Eq. (2-1). More complete theory also includes higher 

order coherence, for example the correlation between intensities, and 'coherence under the 

quantum description of light, in forms of annihilation and creation operators. Such advanced 

topics can be found in the books listed in Refs. [18, 19], and the references therein. 

A comprehensive description of the coherence properties of light will require the 

information of YJ 2 ( r) between any two points in the space-time domain. The coherence 
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properties of tWo points separated in time and of those separated in space are usually 

treated s~parii.tely. The former is dilled temporal coherence and the later spatial 

coherence. They are discussed in detail iri following sections. 

2.1.1... Temporal Coherence :and C9here~ce J:'ime 

Tehipoial coherence tan be illustrated with the help of a Michelson interferometer. In it, 

light from a point sourceS is divided by a beam splitter: Each beam goes.throu~h one arm 

ofthe Michelson interferometer, and they are reunited at the detector. By moving M1, a path 

difference of h can be introduced between the two arms. 

--------~-L ____ I 
h I 

M1""""~~ap.u.T I 
I' 
I 
I 

BS .c I 

M 

/ 
/ 

'\ 

' 

/ 
/ 

Figure 2-l. Temporal coherence illt)strated by means of a. Michelson interferometer. For 

incident light with relatively broad band~dth, large modulation in the detected intensity can 

only be obserV-ed within a short range of path length difference h. Following Ref. [20]. 

Assuming that the light is equally divided and that the only difference between the two atrns 

is a time delay of t = hI c . The incident electric field on the detector is then E(t + t) + E(t), 
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with the subscript 1 and 2 removed since they are hot;h from th~ same point source .s. Fro~ ' I 
• ..~ . ,. ' • t 

Eq. (2-1), the detecte.d intensity will be l(f):=.2J0 + 2:Rer(-r) ,.wherel0 is thdntensityifonly 

one arm is present. Besides the invariable .term 2!0, the intensity will show im h-dependent 

modulation through the term r(-r) (See Fig. 2-1). The modulation term, ( 

r( -r) = (E(t + r)E*(t)), is by definition: the autoc6rrela:ti6h fundi on of E(t): 1 From' the 

Fourier transform theorem regarding autocorrelation [21], the fourier transf,()~.of _r(-r) 

will give tpe power spectral density (spectrt.un) of the_source. This is in -fac~ the .. ba,sis of 

Fourier trap.sform spectroscopy [22]. What interests us here is the general u11certainty 

relationship associated with any Fourier-transform pair, which in this case t:neans 

11 -r · 11 v ~ I , where ~ v is the spectral bandwidth, and ~ -r is the time range in which r( -r) is 

non-trivial. Since r(-r) ~ 0 means the disappearance of interference effect, we can define a 

coherence time Tc as -rc = I I~ V . The corresponding path length 

L = CT· = c I~ v = .A} I ~A 
c ' c . 

(2-4) 

. . 
1s called the Oongitudinal) coherence length. This can also be explained 1n a more 

straightforward way, as shown in Fig. 2-2 and the reference therein. 

180° phase shift 
1.00 

Figure 2-2. Longitudinal coherence length and the spectral bandwidth. Detailed explanations 

are given in Ref. 23. 
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From the above discussion, full temporal coherence has to be associated with a strictly 

. . 

monochrom~tic ligh~ with a b.-function spectrum. 1bis; is; obviously impossible in reality 
. . _,·.·. 

since such a sourc~ would have to be a perfect single frequency oscillator las#ng forever. 

More realistically; if the maximum optical path differenc~ fn an optical system is.set- to be 

less than the coherence length of the light, we can consider the radiation to be temporally 

coherent. Moreover, if an application needs longer coherence time/length than a source -can 

support, a monochromator can be used to narrow the source's natural spectral bandwidth. 

The efficiency of such .a spectral filteds 

B.W.coh -
17 = ·11 optics 

B.W.source 

(2-5) 

where B.W;coh is the bandwidth to be considered narrow enough for good temporal 

coherence, B.W.source is .the natural!Jandwidth of the source, and 11optics is the efficiency of the 

optics used in the monochromator,. including factors such as absorption, scattering losses, 

etc. 

2.1.2 Spatial Coherence and Coherence At-ea 

Temporal coherence is sometimes called self-coherence, since it's about the ability of the 

field at one point (in space) to interfere with itself delayed (or advanced). by ·some time. 

Spatial cohen;_nce, on the other hand, is about the correlation be.tween .the fields at two 

points in space. The concept of spatial coherence can be illustrated by Young's interference 

experiment. To separate the influence of temporal coherence, we assume the light source is 

qua~i-monochromatic, i.~.' .1-1<< A. 
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Incoherent 
Source 

Figure 2-3. Spatial coherence illustrated by Young's interference experiment. 

It's well known that by ustng a point source, Young's experiment shows high contrast 

periodic bright-dark pattern at the observation screen as a result of the interference between . . 

light passing tlllough the two pinholes P1 and P2• However, if the pinholes are illuminated by 

an extended incoherent source (a thermal source, f~r example), the fringe becomes less 

visible. This can be explained as following: each of the source points. (e.g. A and B in the 

figure) produces its own set of high contrast interference pattern. Since the .source is 

incoherent, the final pattern will simply be the sum of all these interference patterns. The 

exact position of the maximum and minimum of each ,set is different, thus the sum of fhe 

intensity patterns will show lower contrast. 

More formal analysis of the fringe contrast leads us to' the concept of spatial coherence; The 

electric field at a point Q on the screen is the surri of the diffracted fields from the two-

pinholes. It can be expressed as· 

where K 1 and K 2 are factors associated with diffraction and propagation, and are pure 

imaginary [17, 20] in the case of pinhole diffraction. Knowing this, the intensity at point Q 

can be expressed in a manner similar to that in Eq. (2-3) as 
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(2-6) 

where / 1(2) = JK1<2lJE1<2l is the intensity :at ·point Q if only one pinhole is present. For 

quasi-monochromatic light, and with maximum :path· difference less than the temporal 
•.·;_ 

coherence length, the '[ -dependence of rl2 ( r) can be 'simplified to [17]: 

(2-7) 

where U is light frequency and J.iJ. 2 = r;2 (0) is called complex coherence factor. Since 

of coherence. Using J112 , Eq. (2-6) becomes 

(2-8) 

where k~21t/A. Here we retrieve the well-known periodic fringes through the last term, 

where /312 = arg(J112 ) can be regarded as the initial phase difference between the two 

pinholes. The normalized degree of coherence lf1121 is tela ted to the .visibility of the fringes: 
' 

(2-9) 

When 11 =1;~ thi~ becomes a simple relationship, V == IJ.iJ.il, which has been used to ~valuate 

th~ degree' of coherence in i:he dassieal Thompsori.:.Wolf experiments [24]. It will also be 

used to ~xplain experiments in the next several chapters. 

The exa~t form of complex coherence factor J112 from anincoherent source is investigated 

and mathematically expressed by the. van Cittert-:Zernike theorem [25]. It states that the 

.complex coherence. factor between two points at a plane some distance (z) away from an 

incoherent source can be obtained by the Fourier transformation of the source intensity 
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dis~bution: (See Fig. 2-4 fo~ g~ot?~try ill~s~a\~o?s) , _ 
(" I \.-

_ e-";; Jfi(~,7])exp[i2n"(~+1]y)l k]d~d17 
flop- JJ 
., . . ••• ·, - 1,~· 1(~,7])d~d1] ' '' . 

;~ . ' 

the value of lflopl, the degree of coherenc~., 

... - i 

. ' 
'' 

r 

Figure 2-4. Geometry used in illustrating the,van Cittert-Zernike theorem. [23) 

• I. 

(2-10) 

The van Cittert-Zernike theorem ·explains the decrease· of fringe visibility when using an 

extended inco_herent s<;mrce. The intuition o~ perfect spa~al_coherence from ~'point source, 

whose intensity distribution can be desctj.bed ~s a ~-function, ,can_ also be ea~ily obtai~c;:d 
~ ~ A • .. v • .I . • ' , • ,..) 

from it. One of the most important appli_cations._of the van Cittert-Zernike theor~m is tha~ it 

states the existence of an area of coherence even with an incoherent source. Here we take a . .. . ' '() "'~ ... ;_ -

Gaussian incoherent source as an example. Assume the radius. (rms) is a: I= ]0e-P
212a'. Using 

\ .... '· .. 

Eq. (2-10), the coherence function is found to be also Gaussian: IPoPI = e-(karlz)
212

. 
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Therefore, we can define ·a transverse coherence: length at distance z as Rc (z) = -z I ka, 

within which the degree of ~patial coherence is high (e-112 = 0.61). Art aperture with this size 

can be used as a spatial filter to pass through spatially coherent light. In EUV /SXR spectral 

region most, sources are at best partially coherent, Theyaq Cittert~Zernike theorem provides 

a very useful approach to obtain light with very high degree of spatial coherence. This spatial 

filter is by nature a phase-space product filter, as will be discussed in next section. 

2.1.3 Phase-Space Product, Brightness and Coherent Power (Flux) 
/ 

In previous paragraph, the transverse coherence length scales linearly with the distance z, 

implying more suitable description than coherence area is in fact a solid angle, roughly with 

its extent in angular space ~s L\Q = Ac I z 2
• This can be further expressed as M · L\!2= .A}, 

with M representing extent of source area. The pr~duct of area and solid angle, M · L\Q , is 

called phase~space product. This shows an interesting result that good spatial coherence 

exists in .a phase space ~.A? , even if the source is totally incoherent. 

The minimum phase-space product occupied by any light beam, regardless of its coherence, 

is in fact also ~.A?. Let's first examine a beam in the lowest order Hermite-Gaussian mode 

(TEM00). Intensity distributions at both its waist a:nd far-field are Gaussian profile: 

' . 

product of TEM00 mode is M · L\Q = 2nr0
2 

• 2Jr{)~ = (It I 2)2 
• (fhe factor of 21t comes from 

the normalization of a Gaussian function). In fact, it can be proven that this lowest order 

Hermite-Gaussian mode has the minimum phase-space product [26). Knowing this, the 
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good spatial coherence within a phase-space product of '"7 A? is understandable, since such a 

small phase-space product can contain only very few.spatial.mqdes. 

Based on the concept of phase-space .. product, a co~?nly used p~rarrJ,eter for . . ; . ' . -

characterizing light beam is brightness, defined as B ~ ~~/jJJ. , where F is the photon flux, 

1n units of photons per second. Brightness is a conserved quantity in a lossless optical 

system. In many cases brightness is a more appropriate measure than the integrated total flux 

for representing the real "strength" of a source. From the discussion in the previous 

paragraph, with a source of known brightness B, we can define a spatially coherent flux 

· A. 2 
F:p.coh ~ B( 2) 

It is slightly different from the one commonly used in most literatures: 

(2-11a) 

(2-11b) 

The reason for the inequality is that the spatially coherent flux should be at ieast B(A-12Y, 

since (as mentioned before) (A./ 2)2 is a rninirnu~ phase~space product, which can only be 

realized for the TEM00 mode. In general, other spatial modes Will have larger phase~space 

product and the use of F:p.coh = B(~)2 Will underestimate the spatially coherent flux. Tosee 

this, let us consider diffraction by a circular aperture .. Assuming uniform plane wave 

illumination, the angular distribution is the well-known Airy pattern [27]. The aperture 

serves as a coherent source, thus Fsp,coh = F,
0
,.1• The distribution of the flux at source plane 

and far field can be expressed as 

dF F 
dA - 1ll12 

and dF = F [2J1 (kaB)]
2 

dQ. 4Jr /(ka)2 kaB 
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The normalization factors ensure Jf~ = JfdF dQ. =F. The brightness is then 
. dA dQ. 

d 2F F F 
B = -- = -::------=-

dAdQ. 
0 

Jrti · 4Jr /(ka) 2 .A? 

Now we have an example of F'.pcoh = B(.Ai, four times larger than that would have been 

obtained using the minimum phase-space product of (A./2)2
• As a result, Eq. (2-11b) can be 

regarded as a conservative estimate, or the lower limit of spatially coherent photon flux. 

As discussed in the previous section, full spatial coherence, in reality, is related to a single 

spatial mode. We can then define spatially coherence power (photon flux) as the power 

(photon flux) contained in one spatial mode. A partially coherent source excites multiple 

spatial modes and it is generally difficult to realize effective separation of those modes. In 

this case, the direct approach is to build a filter with limited phase-space ptoduct so that the 

lowest mode, with smallest phase-space product, can pass through with little loss while 

higher modes are mostly blocked. As an example, we investigate one such filter using a 

pinhole and ari angular aperture. (See Fig. 2-5.) The pinhole serves as the source filter, 

limiting the size of the source. The angular aperture limits the accepted solid angle. 

29 

Angular 
Aperture 

Figure 2-5. A spatial filter limiting the phase-space product to a·9=Af27t can be used to 

provide light with high spatial coherence. 
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Assume the incoming light is of low spatial coherence (many modes), the. pinhole is 

essentially an incoherent source. Appling the van Cittert-Zernike theorem to this incoherent 

source with radius a, one finds that with the limitation of a·8=Al21t, the degree of coherence 

within the range of angular aperture satisfies lflopl > 0.88, a criteria ~sually used as a measure 

of full spatial coherence [17]. The phase-space product of this ftlter is mi · ;r02 = (A. I 2)2 
• 

This demonstrates the use of Eq. (2-11 b) for the calculation of spatially coherent power with 
- .,-i' 

a largely incoherent source. As indicated earlier, a coherent circular pinhole source will 

occupy a phase-space product of ').}, thus this spatial ftlter sacrifices some coherent flux to 

keep the degree of coherence high. Clearly, opening up the 8-ftlter can pass more coherent 

flux (since lflopl is still fairly high), but doing so also inevitably allows more incoherent 

radiation from other modes to pass. Thus there exists a compromise between the degree of 

coherence and flux throughput when using such spatial filters. Depending on the level of 

acceptable coherence, the coherent flux, if defined as the output from such ftlters,.can vary. 

For consistency, we will only use Eq. (2-11b), for both the theoretical consideration and its 

relatively easy realization in practice by simple pinhole aperture ftlters. 

The minimum phase space also sets an upper limit of the brightness of a source if its total 

flux is known: B 5 F,p,co\ 5 F:oral 
2 

• This is important when calculating the brightness of a 
(A./2) (A./2) 

near "point" source, as will be encountered in chapter 3 for calculating the brightness of 

undulator radiation generated by a single electron. The minimum phase-space product 

means that a point source can not be arbitrarily small. This is consistent with the uncertainty 

principle: the position of a photon has to carry some degree of uncertainty, since the 

photon's momentum uncertainty can not be infinite in a physical light beam. Generally a 
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diffraction-limited source :size should be associated with a beam having limited angular 

spread, as will be employed in chapter 3, sedion 32:3~ 

Another widely used parameter is the spectral brightness, BMo/(J) = FlriJt(J). , usually in units 
. . . M-~.Q 

} • < 

of photons/s/(mm)2/(mrad)2/0.1%bandwidth. Including th~ effect of spectral bandwidth, 
. . . . ·' . . ··-. '· . . ' . 

spectral brightness is more closely related to the source's a~ility to generate both temporally 

and spatially coherent radiation. As an example, we relate a source's spectral brightness B to · 
. . . . . ' ·· .. · . ' : ,.,. ·. . . '>l :.· . . •. 

the photon deg~neracy paramet~r. The, _photo11 degeneracy _ parameter is the number of 

photons within a coherence volume (having both good spatial and temporal coherence), a . . . . '.• . . : . ' . 

critical parameter for nonlinear multi-photon experiments. The spatially coherent pa_ rt is 
., . . . . 

de~cribed by Eq. (2-11 b) above. The longitudinal coherence length given by Eq. (2A) is Lc ~ 

1000A (for 0.1%B.W.). The corresponding coherence time, 'tc, is 'tc=LJc. Including the 

limitation of longitudinal coherence, the degeneracy parameter, for spatially coherent photon 

flux within the coherence time, i~: 

g ~ B(A-y~ 1 ooo..t 
2 c 

A high degeneracy parameter is a figure of merit for highly coherentradiation. For example, 

the degeneracy parameter of a 1mW single mode He-Ne laser is about 109
, while in the 

EUV /SXR region, it is usually less than 1 with currently available sources. 

2.2 Importance of Characterizing the Coherence Properties of Sources 
.,,·· 

The importance of characterizing the coherence properties of sources is two-fold. On one 

hand, it provides more understanding ofthe physics behind the generation process. This is 

especially true and important in the EUV /SXR region where conventional lasers are not 
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availaqle (see n.ext section). At this point in, time each type of source intended for generating 

coherent radiation is based on relatively new ,and irpmature techniques. ~xperirm;nt 

measures of their coherence properties help to verify and improve our understanding of . 
these techniques.· On the other hand, knowledge of source coherence properties is essential 

..t. ... ' ' . • 

toproperly match som~e~ ~th particular applications, since the influence of coherence to 

applications can be very significant. 

Ap.plications like inte~ferometr] and holography obviously need ~ high degree of coherence. 

Such applications depend on the production of high contrast inte~ference patterns to obta.ln 

desired information. Diffraction-limited propagation' and foc'using also require ~ high degree 

~f spatial. coherence since they both imply a minimum phase-space product. For such 

applications, highly coherent sources are desire, or adequate (temporal and/ or spatial) ftlters 

can be used to generate h~cessary coherence based on the knowledge of the source's 

brightness, spectral bandwidth, etc. 

On the other hand, an excessive degree of coherence is deleterious for many applicatio~s, 

particularly for imaging systems, such as in microscopy and lithography. Recent advances in 

optical technology and engineering have pushed the resolution of modem imaging systems 

to their physical limits. The physical limit of resolution of a microscope is known to 

explicitly depend on the coherence of illumination, with the best resolution achieved with 

partial coherence (between the extremes of incoherent and coherent illumination) [17). The 

partial coherence has been used to improve the spatial resolution of a SXR microscope [28], 

and is major design consideration of modem lithography systems [29). 

Partially coherent illumination, characterized by a factor cr defined as (J' = NAcond I NAobJ , is 

determined by the numerical apertures of condenser (illumination optics) and objective 

(imaging lens) [17, 29). It can be controlled by designing different illumination-imaging 
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schemes. The definition of partial coherence factor .bas tid on the numerical apertures is in 

fact obtained by applying van Cittert-Zernike theorem to the condenser, assuming an 

essentially incoherent source. Such a definition will be invalid when using a source with full · 

or very good spatial coherence. More generally, the effective value of cr may need revision 
'· ' ' . ' . '. . . ' 

"): : ~ 

based on the knowledge of the source's own coherence properties. Therefore, in cases where 

controlled coherence plays a critical role, knowing the sources' coherence properties is 

especially important. 
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Figure 2-6. (Top) Effect of partial coherence factor 0' on an imaging system's response to 

different spatial frequency. (Bottom) In an optical lithography system, the partial coherence 

factor is controlled by the numerical apertures of condenser lens and projection optics. The 

light source is largely incoherent. (Following Ref. 29) 
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2.3 Generating Coherent Radiation at EUY /SXR R,egion 

The conventionai method of generating coherent visible light is well known: through a laser. 

Good spatial coherence is achieved by imposing light oscillation in a cavity supporting a 

single transverse mode (this can be either achieved by the geometry of the cavity, or by using 

a pinhole as the transverse mode selector). The ca~ty ar:i'd pinhole are critical for,~ting the 

phase-space product to ~1..2 scale, ensuri~~ high degree of spatial cohere~ce. Good temporal 

coherence is a consequence of the combination of laser transition's narrow linewidth and 

cavity resonance, and can be further improved by an intra-cavity longitudinal mode selector 

(e.g., an etalon) if necessary. 

Unfortunately we can not at this time build such a laser for use in the EUV /SXR spectral 

region, mainly due to the impracticality of a cavity. Even multilayer mirrors are of high 

enough quality at some wavelength regions, they are usually vulnerable to damage from . . . 

debris and high radiation from plasmas; which are ·the necessary lasing media at short 

wavelengths. The extremely short lifetime of plasmas (unavoidable with their high 

temperature) al.so makes oscillation basically end within very few round trips, too little to 

build up desired \yave field characteristics. 

Without a true l~ser, currently EUV /SXR sources generally produce only partially coherent 

light. Among th~m, there are ·three approaches to generate radiation with relatively good 

coherence properties: 

1) Undulator Radiation 

Undulator radiation is one form of synchrotron radiation that is particularly designed to 

generate high spectral brightness radiation. As discussed above, high spectral brightness 

implies good coherence properties, and can "afford" further filtering to provide highly 
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coherent light with useful power. Chapter 3 will detail the spectral and spatial distributions 

of undulator radiation. The brightness and coherent power from typical undulators 'in 

modern synchrotron facilities will be calculated. The influence of electron beam parameters 

on the performance of undulators will be emphasized. . 

2) EUV /SXR laser 

EUV /SXR lasers are similar to conventional lasers in many aspects, but without the cavity 

for reasons discussed above. Hot-dense plasmas are the gain media (popul~tion is inverted 

for a particular transition) and light is amplified by stimulated emission. For this reason, an 

EUV /SXR laser qualifies to be called a laser, since it indeed satisfies "Light Amplification by 

Stimulated Emission of Radiation". The temporal coherence of the short wavelength laser is 

usually good, since the lasing linewidth is quite narrow. But without a cavity, the spatial 

coherence of EUV /SXR lasers is generally quite poor. In fact, the EUV /SXR laser radiation 

is in nature built up from spontaneous emission within the initially incoherent source. 

Fortunately, the radiation from an incoherent source is not necessarily of poor spatial 

coherence. In the case of EUV /SXR laser, the improvement of coherence can happen in the 

amplification process. Under certain circumstances (usually closely related to the geometry of 

the plasma), the laser output is dominated by few spatial modes that experienced largest gain. 

The small number of spatial modes implies good spatial coherence. In chapter 4 we will 

show one such example, where the total number of spatial modes of an EUV laser is 

significantly reduced by intrinsic mode selection mechanisms, resulting in an essentially f.ull 

spatial coherence. 

3) High Harmonic Generation (HHG) 

HHG is probably the most promising way of generating coherent EUV /SXR. Beginning 

with a fully coherent field (from the IR pump laser), HHG is also a coherent process with 
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the •light-atom interaction fully deterministic. HI{.G ··sources haye ·shown 'fairly., good 

coheren<re properties in previous experiments, however the. excellent coherence properties of 

the pump laser were not fully preserv'ed [30]. To. ;chapter Sr factors that· d,egrade' the 

coherence will be discussed, with possible solutions · to minimize; these. effec~s. The 

experimental results of a fully spatially coherent EUV beam from a·HHG source will be 

presented. 

. ·' 
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Chapter 3 

Undulator Radiation 

3.1 Undulator Radiation Basics 

Magnetic undulator 

Relativistic 

Figure 3-1. Undulator radiation is generated by relativistic electrons traversing a periodic 

magnet structure with moderate field strength. [31] 

Undulator is one form of insertion devices used in synchrotron radiation facilities. It consists 

of a periodic magnet structure with modest field strength. A relativistic electron traversing an 

undulator undergoes a small amplitude oscillation (thus the name undulator) and radiates. 

Strong Doppler shift associated with the relativistic motion helps to generate very short 

wavelengths, a factor of 2y shorter than that of the undulator period. Here 

where Ec is the electron's kinetic energy and mc2 = 0.511 MeV its rest energy. With Ec 

typically ranging from about 1 to 10 GeV (corresponding to y from 2000 to 20,000), the 

factor of 2y efficiently connects the typical centimeter scale undulator period to radiations 
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in EUV /SXR and even shorter wavelengths . Moreover, undulators are optimized to 

generate radiations with very high spectral brightness by intentionally limiting the strength of 

the magnetic fields. The constrained small amplitude oscillation prompts interesting 

interference effects, effectively squeezing the radiation into a rather discrete spectrum (in 

contrast to the continuum spectrum from other devices, like bending magnet and wiggler) 

and a narrower radiation cone. As a result, undulator radiation can provide respectable 

power with good temporal coherence (for its narrow spectral bandwidth) and spatial 

coherence (for its limited phase-space product) [32]. In the following sections, we will 

quantitatively investigate the undulator radiation, with close attentions to coherence-related 

properties, such as spectrum, source size and angular distribution of the radiation. 

3 .2 Properties ofUndulator Radiation by a Single Electron 

In this section we will examine the radiation generated by an electron passing through a 

typical planar undulator, which has a magnetic field distribution of the form 

where A.,u is the magnetic field period and l<u the corresponding wave number. (See figure 3-2) 

y 

v 

z 

Figure 3-2. Coordinate system describing electron motion in a planar undulator. 
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The approach here follows that in chapter 5 of Ref. [1]. For brevity, we will only keep the 

important results and definitions of parameters for the sake of further discussions . 

As a result of the Lorentz force, the electron's oscillation in x-direction can be expressed as 

where 

K = eBoA, = 0.9337 B
0
(T)A-"(cm) 

2mnc 

(3-1) 

(3-2) 

1s referred to as the deflection parameter, one of the most important parameters for 

undulator radiation. For K ::::; 1, the maximum excursion angle of the electron's trajectory 

(tan-\vjvJ; with vz~c, it is approximately K/y) is smaller than the natural opening angle of 

synchrotron radiation 1/y. As a result, radiations from all points in the trajectory have good 

overlap and tl~eir interferences enhance the radiation at some particular wavelengths 

(resulting in a discrete spectrum) and within a narrower emission angle. The radiation 

produced at the weak field limit (K ::::; 1) is called undulator radiation, having very high 

spectral brightness and; as a result, good coherence properties. On the strong field limit 

(K>> 1 ), it's called wiggler radiation, which is essentially an incoherent sum of the radiations 

from all periods. Wiggler radiation possesses higher power, but distributed in a near-

continuum spectrum and a larger radiation cone. It will be briefly discussed in chapter 6 as 

one form of incoherent sources. 

Undulator radiation (under weak field condition) can be studied in a simple yet very helpful 

manner with the help of a moving frame of reference, whose velocity (relative to the lab 

frame of reference) is the average velocity of the electron's motion in z-direction. Since 

Lorentz force doesn't change the absolute value of the electron's velocity, we have 
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where fJ=v /c,andisrelatedto yas y=l/~1-/32 .Forourcases, /3 ~1 and 1-fJ ~1!2'f. 

Using Eq. (3-1) and these approximations, we have 

v I+ K 2 /2 K 2 
. 

---.£ =]- ,;;. +--::lcos(2k"z) 
c 21 41 

(3-3) 

Under the assumption K << 1, we average the oscillation term and approximate the z-

motion of the electron to be a constant velocity drift: 

- 1+K2 12 1 
v ~ v = fJ * c = (1- )c = (1---)c 

z z 2r 2r*2 

where we obtain the effective relativistic factor 

r*= r 
- ~l+K2 /2 

(3-4) 

The motion of the electron can then be simplified to 

x = K sin({J) t) · z = fJ * ct 
rfJ * ku u ' 

where OJ" = fJ * ck" ~ ck". In the moving frame of reference, with a velocity of j3 * c, the 

electron's motion has a very simple form after Lorentz space-time transformations: 

x'= X= ___!:!___Sin(OJ t) = ___!:!___sin(OJ y* t'); z'= 0 
rfJ *k u rfJ*k u 

u u 

With K<< 1, this constitutes a well-behaved single frequency (OJ' = r* (jJU) dipole radiation, 

with radiation power and angular distribution can both be readily obtained: 

dP' 

dQ' 

where prime denotes quantities in moving frame and the cap denotes time average value. It 

has the well-known sin 2 0' dipole radiation pattern. 
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Back to the lab frame, a stationary observer will see much higher radiation frequencies due 

to Doppler effect. The Doppler shift .is angular dependent 

OJ' 
{J) = • . r (1- fJ cos B) 

With m'= y* mu and expanding cos Bat small B, we get the important result of the angular-

dependent wavelength of undulator radiation: 

(3-5) 

It implies that shortest wavelength (highest photon energy) will be observed on-ax.is, while 

the wavelength becomes longer at off-axis angles. The on-ax.is wavelength .is 

Au = A", = AU, (1 + Kz ) 
2y·- 2y- 2 

(3-6) 

This provides a tuning mechanism for undulator radiation through varying the K value, 

usually achieved by opening/ closing the gap of the magnetic structure (thus changing the 

magnetic field strength B0) . The radiation pattern, after transforming sin 2 0' to the lab frame, 

can be found to be highly concentrated on the forward direction: 

(3-7) 

The additional notation of e- serves as a reminder that this is for a single electron. 

3.2.1 Central Radiation Cone 

For undulator radiation, the radiation within the central radiation cone is usually the most 

useful part of the radiation. T he central radiation cone angle, Been is defined as 

1 
Been= r*JN 
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The radiation spectrum within a small collection angle comparable to ()cen is rather simple. 

When () ~ ()ccn> the angular-dependent term in Eq. (5-7) has a small relative varia tion in the 

order of 1 /N, therefore can be dropped to a good accuracy since N » 1. This gives 

(3-9) 

From Eq. (3-5), radiation within a narrow spectral bandwidth (from A to A+dA) can only be 

found within a ring region in the angular space (from 8 to 8+d8). (See figure 3-3) The solid 

angle occupied by this ring is dQ = 2nsin f)i() = 2nf)i(). From Eq. (3-5) , we have 

d:t = A
11
f)i(). Combining them, we get 

dQ I d:t = 2Tr I :t" (constant) 

Since Eq. (3-9) gives d P I dQ = constant, we find the spectrum has a simple profile with 

d P I d:t = constant. \V'ithin ()ccn' the spectrum is a flat-top square with sharp cutoff at Au and 

A0(1 + 1/N) . 

dP 

d:t 

[A, A+dA] 

Figure 3-3. Angular-dependent wavelength of undulator radiation. \V'avelength is shortest 

on-axis and become longer off-axis. Central radiation cone corresponds to a wavelength 

(relative) increase of 1 /N. 
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Power in the central radiation cone, P cen, 1s of fundamental importance to undulator 

radiation. At this point we ignore the difference between individual electrons (it will be 

discussed in section 3.3) and include the contributions from all electrons in the undulator. 

The total number of electrons in the undulator is Ne = IL I ec , where I is the average beam 

current and L = NAu is the length of the undulator. We exclude the free electron laser (FEL) 

situation and treat all electrons as uncorrelated. In this case, the total power contained in 

central radiation cone is simply the sum of the power from each electron: 

Eg. (3-lOa) 

Or in practical units, 

2 -6 y21(A) K 2 

P cen=Ne·C1 ·7rBcen=(5.69xJO W) 2 2 A"(cm) (1 + K /2) 
Eg. (3-lOb) 

Since P een is the power within 1/N relative bandwidth with flat-top spectrum, we can also 

get power in a narrower relative bandwidth f..-1/ A as: 

- - Mil 
P t>A.IA. =Peen· ---

1/N 
Eg. (3-lla) 

Or in practical units and in terms of photon flux, 

- 11 K 2 ~A 
FwA. = (1.43xl0 ph/s)NI(A) 

2 
·-

l + K 12 A 
Eq. (3-llb) 

3.2.2 Limited Number of Oscillations 

Above discussion uses a one-on-one relationship between wavelength and observation angle, 

as expressed in Eg. (3-5). It implies a small enough pinhole can be used to get light with 

arbitrarily narrow bandwidth. The sharp cut-off at the shortest wavelength is also one result 

of it. These seemingly unphysical results arise from the idealistic treatment that the radiation 
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is monochromatic in the moving frame of reference. In fact, since the electron only oscillates 

N cycles in the undulator, its radiation will not be perfect single frequency. This is described 

mathematically by the sinc2-function associated with a harmonic oscillator: 

!(aJ) sin 2 (Nnu) 

l(aJ0 ) (Nnu) 2 

where (!)0 is the harmonic frequency and u=( (!) - 000)/000. The full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of the sinc2 function corresponds to a relative bandwidth of 0.9/N, which can be 

regarded as the "natural" bandwidth of undulator radiation. This "natural" bandwidth effect 

has two important subsequences: 

1) Spectrum broadening 

Every single wavelength A in previous section (without including theN-cycle effect) now has 

to be extended to a range according to the sinc2 function. This is a homogenous broadening 

effect and can be treated mathematically by convolution. The convolution will round the 

sharp cut-off edge and give a smoothly varying spectrum. It will also set the lower limit of 

relative bandwidth to the "natural" bandwidth however small the collection angle is. 

2) Angular distribution spreading for a particular wavelength 

Another consequence of the N-cycle effect is that we'll find a particular wavelength A not 

only at a particular angle e decided by Eq. (3-5), but also in the nearby angles. At these 

nearby angles, the central wavelengths are not A, but due to the "natural" bandwidth, they 

will also produce radiation at A, with relative strength decided by the sinc2 function. The 

profile of the angular distribution for AP can be deducted from the sinc2 function as 
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where A-(8) is the central wavelength at 8 which can be obtained from Eq. (3-5). 

T hese two effects arise from the same physical origin and their results can be understood 

better when checked toge ther. The following two figures show the results of them: 

dP 
-
d). 0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 
-5 

.. - 6/6 = 1/J2 
cen 

- 6/6 = 1 
_ 616cen = J2 

cen 
- no aperture 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 2 3 4 

Figure 3-4 Spectrum of the radiation within different collection angles after including the 

effect of limited number of oscillations . 

dP 
dQ 

0.9 
- "-="-o 
- A.=A.

0
(1+1 /2N) 

0.8 _ !c=A.
0
(1 + 1/N) 

0.7 . .. .. . .. . 

0.6 

0.5 .. . .. . . ... . ' .. .... ............ 

0.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

B/ Been 

Figure 3-5. Angular distributions for several wavelengths around the central wavelength A-0• 
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Fig. 3-4 shows the spectrum of the radiation through pinholes with collection angles of 

1 I J2, 1 and J2 times eccn· For comparison, the spectrum "vithout a pinhole is also shown. 

Fig. 3-5 shows the angular distributions of three wavelengths: A.11 , A.0(1 +1 / 2N) 

and A.0(1 +1 / N). 

\Ve can get some interesting results from those two figures. First, notice the black line in Fig. 

3-4, which is the spectrum in central radiation cone. (It will be used again in next section.) 

Comparing it "vith the other two spectrums, we see that a collection angle of eccn is an 

optimal balancing between the photon flux throughput and the spectral band,vidth. Pinhole 

size smaller than eccn has lower throughput while the relative band'vvidth is not reduced 

much. Bigger pinhole permits more photon flux, however most of the flux gain comes from 

the contributions from the longer wavelength components, which is not necessarily a good 

thing because many applications require limited band,vidth. Also, a collection angle equal to 

eccn will be able to catch most of the available photon flux at "-a (compare the black line and 

the red line) . Next, let us see the importance of the radiation at A.0. 

From Fig. 3-4, spectral density dP I d). at A.0 is only half of the maximum possible value (In 

the figure, dP/d). is scaled to what would be obtained using Eq. (3-11)) , As a result, the 

photon flux within some fixed narrow bandwidth !::,.). / ). at "-a is 

- I 17 K 2 !::,.). 
Ft.w , =(0.71x10 phs / s)Nl(A) 

2 
· -

.<, 1 + K 12 J,. 
Eq. (3-12) 

It's half of that in Eq. (3-11b). More flux ('-'vithin the same bandwidth !::,.). / J,. ) can be 

obtained, and approach the same value as in Eq. (3-11 b) at A.0(1 + 1 / N) and longer 

wavelengths . This, however, does not mean we should always try to utilize the radiation at 

this longer wavelength. For applications whose main interest is the photon flux within some 

fixed narrow bandwidth !::,.). / )., this is the way to go. But for applications where intensity 
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and brightness are important, the radiation at A.o is preferred, ·after we check Fig~ 3~5 'for their 

angular distributions. 

In Fig. 3-5, we see that the radiation at A.o is concentrated in the forward direction. As a 

result, although the photon flux at A.0 is lower _than at longer wavelengths, the brightness is 
. " . . ; -··;· . . . ''. 

not lowered. In fact, it has the maximum possibl~ on-axis ?rightness since longer 

wavelengths have a clip in the. forward direction. This property is particlllarly important for 

experiments that use on-axis pinholes to do spatial filtering and improve the spatial 

coherence. In addition, the regularly shaped angular distribution can be approximated to a 

Gaussian profile and simplifies further analysis, as discussed in next section. For these 

reasons, we will concentrate our attention on the radiation at A.0 to carry future calculations 

on spectral brightness and coherent power. 

From Fig: 3-5, the radiation at A-0 is mostly contained in the region 8 < Been' which explains 

why a pinhole with collection angle Been will be able to catch most of the available photon 

flux at A.0, as has been observed in Fig. 3-4. Longer wavelengths are spread beyond the 

central radiation cone ( [{.,,), therefore larger pif1holes are needed. to catch those photons. 

This is important for preparing aforementioned expt;riments where higher photon flu~ in a 

fixed narrow bandwidth is the main interest. In these cases, an upstream collection a11gle 

greater than t{en (preferably about 1.4 Been; see red line in Fig. 3-5) should be used and the 

monochromator should be tuned to longer wavelength, approximately at A.0(1 +1/N). The in-

band photon flux at this longer wavelength would be maximized and is twice of that at A.o, 

approaching that predicted by Eq. (3-11b). For other applications in which high spectral 

brightness is important, a collection angle of t{en is the optimal choice. It can accept most of 

the useful photons at A.0 while blocking the longer wavelengths, reducing the heat load and 

spectral contamination for downstream experiments. 
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3.2~3 Photon Beam (by a Single.Electron) 

Although in this section we are only dealing with the radiation from a single electron, we can 

not automatically ~ssume the source size to be zero 0;
1

~~bttrarllysmaii. ·si~ce the radiation is 

concentrated ~thin--~ very narrow fotwaiclirig' corie, there's a photon'beam source size 

associated with it, set by the minimum phase-space product for any light beam as stated i~ 

chapter 2. Here we use a Gaussian beam approxhnation t~~ ~h,e radiation at Au· The angular 

distribution of the photon beam at A.0 (th~ black -line in Fig. 3~5) can be approximated by a 

Gaussian with rms angular spread [33] 

a' = (} I 2 = 1 = {1; · 
ph .cen 2r*JN Vn Eq. (3-13) 

where L = N Au is the undulator length. We note that for diffraction-limited radiation, the 

concomitant beam size (rms) is 

A.! 4Jr ~2~L a = --= ...:,____;;__ 
ph a' 4Jr 

ph 

Eq. (3-14) 

In next section the photon beam parameters will be' combined· with electron beam 

pa·rameters to obtain an accurate description of the photon beam emergmg from an 

undulator. 

3.3 'Properties of Undulator Radiation from a Finite Electron Beam 

The above discussions are based on a single electron moving on-axis, or, equivalently, the 

limiting case in which all the electron trajectories are identical. In real synchrotron radiation 

facilities, electron beams are used to increase the number of radiators and boost photon 

output. As a result of the physics and dynamics of beam creation, an electron beam has finite 
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beam size and divergen2e.angle, usually described by Gaussian distributions in both spatial 

and angular coordinates: 

and 

Usually a set of parameters is used to describe the electron beam's distribution in an 

undulator: emittance e and ~-value. They are related to the beam size and divergence as 

ex,y = l[(jx,ya'x,y and Px,y = ax,y I a'x,y. Emittance of the electron beam is a phase-sp~ce 

product, similar to that of light beam discussed in chapter 2. Modern 3rd generation 

synchrotron facilities differ themselves from older generation ones largely on the small 

emittance beams they used, typically in the order of nm·rad. This ensures the electron beam 

itself does not compromise the high brightness of the radiation, as we will see below. 
. . . 

3.3.1 The Influence of Beam Size 

Usually the beam size is quite small (on order of 100s J,.tih ofless) so there is no;rtoticeable 

difference in the magnetic field at this scale. Therefore the electron's trajectory 1s not 

affected by the fipite beam size. Also the downstream workstation at an undulator beamline 
; . ·:::.,' ' . .. : .-... 

is usually located fairly far from the source (10's m). Therefo~e, the finite electronbeatn size 
. .· . . ., . . 

has negligible influence on the !adiation power, spectrum, or angular distribution. However, 

it has a dominating effect on both the brightness and the spatial coherence of undulator 

radiation. It defines the size of an incoherent source (once again, we are not considering an 
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PEL here, and treat electrons a,s uncorrelated.) Consequently, spatially coherent r;uliatioJ:?- can 

only be obtained in a limited solid angle, which can be related to th~. in<;:operent spurce size 

by the van Cittert-Zernike theorem (see chapter 2). This is represented by the decrease of 

brightness through the increase of source size. The ·"total" photon beam size is the 

. convolution of the electron beam size and the photon oeam size by a single electron .(as 

discussed in section 3.2.3). It is straightforward to calculate when both are Gaussian: 

Eq. (3-15) 

Generally <Jph is small compared with the electron beam size, but there are also situations 

that they are comparable, especially at vertical direction (emittance at vertical direction is 

usually much smaller than horiz~ntal direction) and for undulators operating at long 

wavelengths (aph is proportional to fi ). Therefore, an undulator operating at SXR/hard x-

ray wavelengths can usually be well approximated as an incoherent source whose size is 

determined by the electron beam, while one operating in the E1JV regi~n should be treated 
I. 

0 A ; ,'• 0 • 

as a partially coherent source with its ·size including a diffraction-limited term, as expressed 

by Eq. (3-15). 

3,.3.2 The Influence of Bea,m Divergence 

Unlike the beam size, the beam divergence, due to the off-axis motion o{many ele~trons, 

caus~s a more noticeable change to the observed undulator radiation. On one h~nd, it is 

directly related to the angular· distribution of the radiation. On the dther hand, since 'die 

undulator sp~ctrum is determined by the a~gular-dependent Doppler shift, deviat:lons of the 

electron's motion from the axial direction will also change the spectrum. · 
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It is worthwhile to show at the beginning that radiation from every electron is essentially 

identical, if observed along its own 'axis'. To show this, let us compare two electrons, one 

moving in the axial direction (of the undulator), while the other one moving in some small 

off-axis angle a. They will experience different undulator magnetic fields. The difference, to 

the first order, is just a slight difference in magnetic field's period. Along the direction of off-

axis angle a, the period of magnetic field is a little bit longer at Au(a) = 'Aj cos a. For small 

a, the relative change [Au(a)-'AJ/'Au can be found to be a 2 /2+o(a3
). This is a negligible 

change since the divergence angle spread for a typical electron beam used in modern 

synchrotron radiation facility is on the order of J..lrads. This means that electrons moving off-

axis give basically the same radiation, but directing it to different angles. (See Fig. 3-6) 

On-axis electron Off-axis electron 

Figure J-6. Influence of electron beam divergence. Off-axis moving electrons will produce 

' ' 

essentially same radiation, but aiming at different direction. A small aperture (white dash 

line) will see longer wavelengths from those off-axis electrons due to the angular-dependent 

Doppler shift. 
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Ideally when cr' X and cr'y are small compared with eccn> their influence will be "screened" and 

the effect will be minimal. However, in a typical undulator, although cr'r (vertical direction) 

can probably satisfy this, cr', is usually not much smaller than eccn> especially at high photon 

energies where Seen is very small itself (recall that Been= 11 y*JN = ~2Ao I L ). Large 

divergence angles can have .a significant effect on the properties of undulator radiation, as 

will be examined below. 

1) Spectrum Within A Particular Collection Angle 

Followingthe above discussion, we will get the same spectrum as in previous section when 

the collection angle is large enough to cover ali electron directions, i.e., integrated in angle. 

However, this is not true for a limited collection angle. For example, if we collect the light 
.. . 

within a very srriall pinhole on axis, due to the angular~dependent Doppler shift, we will see 

different wavelengths from ~\~¢t+o_ns moving in different directions. The contributions from 

. ;::.:.!::~:> .. ~~,-;~~~)::~.:~.-:~: -;_~, . . ,, .· ... /:~·:· . 
the off-axis electrons will a]:W.af~.·-.b~; at longer wavelengths (se-e .:Fig:, 3-6). This is another 

• ·, ' > • ~:'· ... ~.~< :~) ,' L • - ' , >:"'t\~~~·~;~~:.·:--

specttutri broadening effec;t; i~dep:endent of the finite N -cyde ~,ffecr· discussed in the last 
. . ~. 

section. The final spectrum will show the combined effect of the tWo .. 

Unlike the homogenou~. broadening associated with finite oscill~tion cycles, the divergence 

broadening depends on the relative angular distribution of the electron beam around each 

observation angle, which varies and is generally not symmetric. Therefore, no simple 

.convolution can be done. There are only preliminary results published on this broadening 

effect [34], limited to the on-axis spectrum. only, where the calculation is greatly simplified. 

To investigate more generally this inhomogeneous broadening effect, we developed a 

computer program performing numerical integration of the spectrum within any pre-
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designated collection angle. It is capable of calculating the spectrum under the effect of both 

N-cycle homogeneous broadening and Doppler-shift induced inhomogeneous broadening. 

It can also deal with arbitrary electron divergence distribution. For our continuing 

discussions, the program is used to calculate the spectral broadening within the central 

radiation cone, assuming different electron beam divergence distributions. To mimic the 

typical electron beam parameter, we use a Gaussian distribution in the x-direction and 

assumes ay' = 0. The result is presented in Fig. 3-7. 

dP 
- 0.9 d). 

- cr'te = o 
cen 

- cr'te = o.5 
0.8 cen 

- ci'te = 1 
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0.7 ·- cr'/9 = 2 
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0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 
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0.1 

0 
-5 -4 -3 -2 

Figure 3-7. Spectral broadening in the central radiation cone as a result of electron beam 
~ I 

divergence. 

In Fig. 3-7, the a' = 0 curve is the same as the black curve in Fig. 3-4. The others include the 

divergence effect. They show a gradually increased bandwidth, expanding to the long 

wavelength side. From it, we see that with large divergence angle, cr' > Seen , a 

monochromator-less setup for getting narrow band tadiation (-'1/N) from just a pinhole 

will not work well. This spectral broadening effect will cause a decrease of spectral 
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brightness. It should be noticed that the decrease of spectral brightness here is not due to 

larger phase-space product, but due to the broader bandwidth. In other words, we get the 

same power from a given pinhole (whatever the divergence is), but the relative bandwidth 

will increase with increasing electron beam divergence. Therefore, the spectral density within 

a desired wavelength region (for example, around A.0 in the figure) will be lower. While the 

· brightness is not affected, the .spectral brightness may be significantly reduced~· As stated 

earlier, this effect is not easy evaluated in closed fotm. It depends on the selection of 

·collection angle and requires use of numerical methods. 

2) AngularDistribution Broadening at A Particular Wavelength 

There;s ari alternative. approach for investigating the decreased spectral brightness with large 

electron beam divergence. As explained in Fig. 3-6 and its related text, we can still obtain the 
. . .· . . . 

sarri:e "spectral" photon flux, although they will be distributed in expanded angles. The 
. . _. .· . . _. .. 

expansionin angular.distributicin tur~s out to be easier to treat mathematically, since we only 

need to make ·a convolution of the angular distribution of the radiation. from a single 

electron nioving on-axis and the electron beam's Gaussian ·divergence angle distribution. 
.. . 

Such a convolution can be done rather simply if the flrst is also Gaussian. We therefore use 

the radiation at A0 to do the calculation since it has an approximately Gaussian angular 

distribution (See section 3.2.3). The total angle is obtained by adding the two Gaussian 

distribution: 

(} Tx,y = .. ax,y · + (} P,h. =ax,y + "'O. · ·· 
1 ~ 1 2 1 2 ~ I 2 1 /2L Eq. (3~16) 

.which r~present$ the."total" 11IlS,photon beam divergence. 
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3.3.3 Spectral Brightness and Coherent Power Calculations 

·, 

Following the preVlous discussions, including the effects of spectrum broadening and 

angular expansion, the spectral brightness of undul~tor radiation can be ~alclllated . at the 

central wavelength A0 as: 

Eq. (3-17) 

where FLlAii'~ can be obtained ftoiri Eq. (3-12), lYrx,y and O"'rx,ycan be obtained from Eq. 

(3-15) and Eq. (3-16), respectively. From Eq. (2-11b), the coherent power is 

- - A 2 he 
Pcoh,MIA = BMIA ·(-) ·-·TJ 

: · 2 A 
Eq. (3-18) 

It represents a spatially coherent power within 1::./JA. bandwidth. Term he/A is for convertipg 

photon flux in unit of photons per second to power in unit of watt. An efficiency factor of 1J 

is included for possible losses (absorption, scattering, etc.) in the beamline optics (mirrors, 

monochromator, etc.). 

It should be pointed out here that the brightness and coherent power calculation here is a 

conservative one. It is based on a Gaussian beam appro~ation of radiation from a· single 

electron, which only 6cturs at ilie·central wavelength A.0• As we saw earlier, the photori flux 

at A0 is only half of that at longer wavelengths. This lower photon flux is compensated by the 

relatively narrower angular distribution so that the brightness is ~ot lowered .. H~wever, 

under the circumstances where th~ electron beam\ emitta~~e i~ m~ch larger than the phase-

space product of the photon beam from a 'single electron, we will' not see the difference. of 

angular distributions at different wavelengths; they will· all be dominated by the ·electron 

beam emittance. In these cases, the brightness can be a factor of 2 higher at wavelengths 
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longer than A.0• In addition; the us~ofEq. (3-18}:(and Eq. (2-Hb)) 'assumes the coherent 

power is contained within the minimum (A./2)2 phase-space product, which is only valid for 
. • . - .! 

the fundafi1ental Gaussian mode. From Fig. 3-5~ the angular distributions generally are not 
• ·-. . _1 . ~i. -;: . . ~. . . . ·' . : . . . . ' . ' . _. . :. .' ·, . 

Gaussian. This implies that the spatial mode may occupy a larger phase-space product than 

(A./2/, which in turn means that more spatially coherent power can be available. 

3.4 Undulator Harmonics 

T}le previous trea,tments are based on the model of a ql1asi-monochromatic dipole radiating 

in the moving frame of reference. This is a good approximation forK « 1. Since the power 
;_, 

radiated scales with K2
, it's quite common to operate the undulator with larger values of K, 

where corrections to the monochromatic dipole model are needed. To see the effect of 

~arger K value, recall Eq. (3-3): 

vz 1 l+Kz/2 Kz (2k ) -= - +--cos z 
c 2f 4f u 

In section 3.2, we ignored the last oscillation term and approximated the electron's z-motion 

to have a C~)Ostant velocity vz = vz . If the oscillation term is kept, in the moving frame of 

r.eference the z-motion will show a second harmonic term. Consequer:dy, the x-rr10tion will 

show frequencies of odd harmonics a~ a result of the nonlinear V X B term in the ·force 

. equation, as well as contributions · arising from the space-time transformation [35]. 

Furthermore, smce both the x- and z-motion (in the moVlng frame of reference) are 

relativistic at large K values, there will be further frequency mixing as a result of phase 

.mod~ations associated with the retarded time. This requires more care in calculations in the 

moving frame of reference. At large K values, it is actually simpler to calculate the radiation 
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spectrUm and pattern in the'rest frame ·of'~eference; iii which the electron's trajectory, to a 

high degree of acctitacy, cati be expressed as: (refer to deductidns iii pg. '32) 

K . ··· . • K 2 . 

x = --sin(«V); z = P*ct+---;:;z-sin(2WJ) 
~·~ . 8,~ 

""- ' 

The radiation field can be calculated with standard method in classical electrodynamics for 

relativistic, particles [14]. Higher harmonics will appear, wit.h their.strengths expressed by 

Bessel function terms [36]. The near-axis spectrum will show strong. peaks around odd 

harmonics (n=1, 3, 5, ... ) of the fundamental frequency. For most cases, the radiation within 

a small solid angle around the forward direction is of most interest. Under such situations, 

our previous discussion based on a constant power density and Doppler-shift-determined 

spectrum is still valid. When dealing with harmonics, we can keep most of our results in 

previous sections by making modifications as following [33, 36]: 

1. Eq. (3-9): Power per unit solid angle d J> I dQ is multiplied by a factor 

K _ 2 J nK _ J . nK 
[ [ 2 ] [ 2 ]J2 f(n, ) - n n;I 4(1 + K2 12) n;I 4(1 + K2 12) · 

where J denotes the Bessel function of the ·first kind. The Bessel function term 

accounts for the power transfer to higher harmonics with i~creas,ed K value. The 

following table shows some values of f(n,K) for different nand K values: 

n=1 n=3 n=S' n=7 

K= 0.1 0.9975 1.248E-3 9~309E-9 '··5.903E-14 

K=0.5 0:9437 0.05100 2.088E-3 . , 6.533E:-5 

K= 1.0 0.8281 0.4032 0.1237 0.03276 

K=2.0 0.6529 0.9515 0.9282 0.7973 

K= 5.0 0.5210 1.012 1.368 1.658 

For K<<1, the correction to the fundamental is minimal and higher harmonics can 
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be ignored ... Qn the . other hand, higher parmqnics gr_ow: rapidly. with incr~3;sing K. 

When K >>·1, the. higher harinonics·can be much stronger than th~.fundamental. 

2. Wavelengths change to 1/n ofthatfrom Eq. (3-5): 
... , 

';.; 

3. The "natural" bandwidth and Doppler width a:t the central ·radiation. cone angle is 

4. Eq. (3-8): The central radiation 'cone angle reduces to 

5. From 1) and 4), power within central radiation cone for harmonics is 

Other formulas ca:n also be used after making these modifications. 

3.5 An Example 

In this section some results from an undulator at the Advance Light Source (ALS) [37) are 

presented as an example. The undulator used is U8 (Au = 8 em) with N = 55 periods. The 

electron beam parameters used are <>x= 310 jlm, ()Y= 23 jlm, <>;= 23 jlrad and<>/=. 6.5 jlrad. 

The calculation results are presented in Fig. 3-8. The 3rd harmonic is included, showing US's 

capacity at ke V level photori energies. ';{be unit for spectral brightness is the widely used 

photons/sec/mm2/mrad:?. Coherent power refers to spatially coherent power within 0.1% 

bandwidth, calculated from spectral brightness using Eq. (3-18) and includes a beamline 
! 

efficiency of 10%. The tuning assumes Kvalues from 0.2 to 4. The results; e.g., power levels 

on the order of one watt in -1% spectral bandwidth, and 1018-1019 spectral brightness, are 
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typical values for undulator beamlines at a modern 2 Ge V storage ring. 
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Figure 3-8. Calculation results of P cen, spectral brightness and coherent power of ALS U8. 
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Experimentally, the undulator (beamline 12 at ALS) has been demonstrated to generate 

spatially coherent power using a simple pinhole spatial ftltering technique. Fig. 3-9 shows 

Airy patterns obtained at EUV wavelengths through pinhole diffraction. Deep dark rings at 

the Airy pattern's null positions imply high spatial coherence. T he spatial coherence of the 

EUV radiation is also measured using two-pinhole interference method [38] (See Fig. 3-1 0) . 

Similar one pinhole diffraction and two pinhole interference experiments are underway to 

investigate the coherence properties of 3'd harmonic radiation at 500- 1000 eV [39]. 

A= 11.2 nm A= 13.4 nm 

Figure 3-9. Airy patterns obtained by pinhole spatial filtering of ALS U8. (Courtesy of P. 

Naulleau, CXRO/LBNL) 

~ 
'iii 
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420 nm 0 

5 ~m sep 

Figure 3-10. Two pinhole interference experiment demonstrating the spatial coherence 

properties of undulator radiation. (Courtesy of C. Chang, CXRO /LBNL) [38] 
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The highly coherent radiation obtained from undulator radiation has been used to achieve 

extraordinarily high wavefront accuracy using an EUV interferometer at the same beamline 

[4]. Fig. 3-11 shows an interferogram and the retrieved wavefront map of an EUV optical 

system at 13.4 nm wavelength. Other interferometers have been used to measure the 

refractive index of materials at EUV wavelengths [40]. 

1.39 nm 

lnterferogram Wavefront 
-2.82 nm 

CJ = 0.52 nm rms = Aeuv/26 

Figure 3-11. An interferogram of a multilayer-coated Schwarzchild optical system measured 

at a wavelength of 13.4 nm, and the retrieved wavefront map. (Courtesy of P. Naulleau, K. 

Goldberg, J. Bokor, et al., CXRO /LBNL) 

3.6 Comments on Undulator Radiation as EUV /SXR Source 

Undulator radiation provides watt-level power within the central radiation cone. By limiting 

the electron beam's phase-space product (emittance), 3'd generation synchrotron radiation 

facilities can take advantage of the high spectral brightness nature of the undulator radiation. 

Very useful coherent power can be obtained through the use of pinhole spatial filtering 

techniques. These properties are readily scalable to shorter x-ray wavelengths through the 
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use of higher energy electron beam. 1-2 Ge V low-energy machines and 6-8 Ge V high-energy 

machines are providing complementary coverage of the whole short wavelength spectrum, 

from UV to hard x-ray. 

The main limitation of undulator radiation, just as any other synchrotron-based sources, is its 

size and cost, and thus its limited accessibility. Limited numbers of undulator beamlines, 

which are only available at few national facilities, are also usually heavily booked. This is the 

main motivation for developing smaller scale, even tabletop, sources. As we will see in the 

following chapters, these sources present some additional advantages, for example they can 

provide much higher peak power when compared with the quasi-continuous wave 

synchrotron radiation. The unique strengths of the compact sources open new opportunities 

and will accelerate science and technology advances in short wavelengths due to their wide 

availability; however, undulator radiation currently represents the standard technique to 

provide continuously tunable, coherent radiation throughout EUV /SXR/X-ray region. It is 

currently the only practical source for many demanding experiments. 
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Chapter 4 

Extreme Ultraviolet/ Soft X-Ray Laser 

4.1 Lasers Working in the EUV /SXR Spectral Region 

"Laser" is probably the first word crossing one's mind when thinking of a coherent light 

source. Proposals for an x-ray laser started shortly after the demonstration of the first laser 

[41) . However, while op tical laser technologies have enjoyed dramatic progress since then, 

building a laser working at significantly shorter wavelengths has been found to be extremely 

challenging. The challenges come mainly from difficulties with achieving and maintaining 

population inversions that can support high gain lasing at these very short wavelengths. 

4.1.1 Lasing Medium: Hot-Dense Plasma 

Considering the high photon energies of EUV /SXR radiation, the energy levels involved in 

EUV /SXR lasers have to be on order of one hundred eV, or higher, above the ground state. 

To excite such levels generally causes ionizations and thus the creation of a plasma state. As 

a result, the commonly used lasing medium in EUV / SXR region is hot-dense plasma 

consisting of highly ionized atoms and energetic electrons. High temperature (hot) is 

generally necessary for exciting the ions to required energy levels. High density of excited 

ions (dense) is required for high gain. * 

* Hot-dense plasma is not the only possible lasing medium in short wavelength region. Other 
mechanisms, such as photoionization [42] and resonant photopumping [43] can, in principle, also 
realize population inversion and lasing in short wavelengths. Here we limit our discussions to the 
widely used method of electron collision excitation, where the high kinetic energy of electron is 
necessary. See Ref. 15 for a review of different population inversion mechanism s. 
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The plasma for lasing is usually prepared at optimized conditions to take advantage of the 

so-called "ionization bottleneck" effect to maximize the fraction of ions in a desired 

ionization state. These ionization sates have closed electron shells, for example neon-like 

example, in a Ne-like Ar laser described in next section, it takes 124 eV to ionize Mg-like Ar 

(12 electrons) to Na-like, 143 eV to ionize Na-like (11 electrons) toNe-like, but it will take 

422 eV to ionize the Ne-like (10 electrons, closed shell) configuration [44] . Using this 

"ionization bottleneck" effect, optimal plasma temperature will put a large portion of the 

ions into a single ionization state, increasing the number of ions involved in a particular 

lasing transition. Given the difficulties of exciting ions to higher levels, population inversion 

is often accomplished by a rapid depletion of the lower level through a strong radiative 

decay. Fig. 4-1 shows an example of a laser transition between the 3p and 3s states of a 

neon-like configuration. 

2p5 3s 

2p5 3p 

--.,.....-- J = 0 
2 
2 

Monopole 
excitation 

2p5 3d 

Figure 4-1. Energy level diagram for a Ne-like 3p-3s laser excited from the 2p6 ground state 

by electron collisions. Monopole excitation refers to electron impact excitation. [45] 
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Note that the temperature and density requirements for a plasma laser are much higher than 

those of an incoherent plasma source radiating in the same wavelength region. Without the 

requirement of population inversion, an incoherent plasmas source only needs an electron 

temperature capable of exciting the ion to a desired energy level, high enough above the 

ground state to produce the desired photon energy. Taking Fig. 4-1 as an example, the lasing 

photon energy is E 1aser = E 3P-E3,. On the other hand, the plasma would have strong 

emissions by transitions from all the excited states to ground state whenever the transition is 

not forbidden. The photon energies from these transitions can be much higher than Eiaser· 

Without the requirement of high gain, the density of the plasma can also be much lower. 

This is why a 46.9-nm laser (26 eV photon energy) requires electron temperature of ~60-80 

eV*, and density around 5 X 1018 cm·3 [46], while an incoherent plasma source for EUV 

lithography at 13.4 om (92 eV photon energy) needs only an electron temperature of ~30 eV 

and density below 1018 cm·3, as blackbody emission peaks at 2.82 kTe. [47] 

4.1.2 Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) 

EUV /SXR lasers resemble optical lasers in many ways. Both require lasing media in which 

populatio n inversion is achieved by external pumping. Both work on the principle o f light 

amplification by stimulated emission, with characteristic exponential increase of intensity for 

small signals and eventually sa turation for strong signals. However, there is a very big 

difference: E UV /SXR lasers generally do not benefit form the use of an oscillation cavity. 

* E lectron temperature in hot-dense plasma is represented in unit of eV through Boltzmann 

con stant: kTe = 100 eV corresponds to Te= 1.6 X 106 K. 
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Historically, the lack of efficient reflective optics at EUV /SXR region (see chapter 1) made it 

difficult to find suitable mirrors to form the cavity. Righ t now, although multilayer coatings 

can serve as good normal-incidence mirrors, they are limited to some particular wavelength 

regions and vulnerable to damage caused by debris and radiation from the plasma. Another 

fundamentally limiting factor is the shor t lifetime o f lasing in plasma. To excite atoms (ions) 

to desired energy levels and reach a certain degree of population inversion, significant power 

has to be delivered in a very short time. This is usually achieved by using a high power laser 

or fast electric discharge as pump source, whose pulse width is nanosecond in duration or 

shorter, to drive the high output power. Maintaining the plasma conditions is also difficult, 

since the plasma tends to expand and cool guickly. As a result, the population inversion and 

gain in the lasing medium (hot-dense plasma) can last only for a very short period of time. 

Therefore, even using a cavity, there will not be many oscillations before the lasing process 

dies. For these reasons, EUV /SXR lasers are generally limited to single pass or double pass 

amplification of spontaneous emission (ASE) through a high gain plasma. 

Spontaneous 

emissio~ ~ J ~L 
~~-\~~~ 

Gain medium of inverted 
population density 

Amplified 
spontaneous 

emission 

Fig. 4-2. Illustration of Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) process. [48] 
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Fig. 4-2 illustrates the single pass ASE process in a plasma column. Although it only shows 

the amplification toward the right, please be advised that ASE actually occurs in all 

directions. Radiation to the side leaves the gain medium in too short a path to experience 

significant gain. Double-pass setups utilizing a mirror close to one end of the plasma column 

effectively increases its length, but have seen limited use due to pulse duration and damage. 

The ASE process differs from the totally random spontaneous emission (as in a thermal 

source) in that the stimulated emission process indeed dominates in a high gain medium, 

especially at the ends of a long plasma column, where the emission from one end has 

experienced sufficient amplification (notice the right end of the plasma colmnn in Fig. 4-2). 

However, the spontaneous emission origin means the output is, in nature, amplified noise. 

This makes the coherence properties of EUV /SXR laser beam very different from what we 

usually associate with an optical laser. 

4.1.3 Limited Coherence of EUV /SXR Lasers and Possible Solutions 

The operation of an EUV /SXR laser with only ASE (no cavity) greatly limits the coherence 

of the laser beam. Both the temporal and spatial coherence properties of an EUV /SXR laser 

beam can be significantly worse than those of the familiar (optical) laser beam. 

The temporal coherence length is determined by the spectral bandwidth as Lc = A? I ~A (Eq. 

2-4). Without a cavity to provide longitudinal mode selection and support the use of other 

bandwidth-narrowing elements (e.g., an etalon), the linewidth of EUV /SXR laser is limited 

by the natural bandwidth of the transition (determined by the energy level's lifetime), and is 

usually increased by Doppler broadening due to the high ion temperature. After considering 

the broadening effect, the temporal coherence length of an EUV / SXR laser generally falls 
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into the range of microns or less. This is much less than optical lasers with longer 

wavelengths, careful longitudinal mode control and further frequency stabilization, whose 

longitudinal coherence length can be a meter or more. Nevertheless, the line emission nature 

of the EUV /SXR laser still makes it a better choice in terms of the longitudinal coherence 

when compared with other sources in this wavelength region. Typical bandwidth of 

!:i.A/ A ~10-4 and microns of longitudinal coherence length are quite useful for EUV /SXR 

interferometry, holography, and scattering. 

Poor spatial coherence is another consequence of the no-cavity EUV /SXR laser. Without 

control of the spatial mode structure, the ASE-based laser acts as an amplifier through which 

all spatial modes can get amplified. A direct approach for improving the spatial coherence 

involves using the plasma's geometry to discriminate against different spatial modes. A long 

and narrow column is clearly of favor here (See fig. 4-3). However, a high degree of spatial 

coherence throughout the output beam requires the gain medium to have a Fresnel number 

( N F = a 2 I .liz) less than unity. Considering the short wavelength, this is very difficult to 

achieve in a plasma column, unless some form of spatial filtering is used [49, 50]. In fact, 

past experiments on EUV /SXR lasers showed very limited spatial coherence [51]. The very 

large numbers of spatial modes contained in the output of EUV /SXR lasers keep them away 

from the commonly accepted standard of coherent light source set by optical lasers; for this 

reason they are sometimes called "amplifiers" rather than "lasers". The demonstration of 

nearly full spatial coherence has been one of the main goals of EUV /SXR laser research. 

A solution to achieve single mode operation of an EUV /SXR laser was theoretically 

investigated and it was found that refraction in a plasma can effectively reduce the number 

of guided spatial modes inside the plasma, thus increase the spatial coherence of the output 
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z 

z 

Figure 4-3. Mode selection in a plasma column. The upper diagram shows the case of low 

refraction, where the total number of guided modes is determined by the plasma's geometry. 

The lower diagram shows the case of strong refraction, where the total number of modes 

can be greatly reduced by refractive anti-guiding. 

beam [52, 53]. The refractive index n in a plasma is less than unity due to the free electrons. 

It is related to the electron density ne as 

where 

is the critical density, above which light with wavelength A can not penetrate into the plasma. 

In a plasma column, the axis region usually has the maximum electron density, thus least 

refractive index. Away from the axis region, the electron density is lower, and the refractive 

index is higher. As a result, refraction will "bend" light away from the axial region. Since gain 

is usually proportional to density, this causes the "refraction loss" and lowers the effective 
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gain, which is a well-known phenomenon to x-ray laser community. On the other hand, this 

refractive "anti-guiding" can significantly increase the spatial coherence of the laser beam as 

it leaves fewer modes to benefit from the available gain. Based on a simplified model 

assuming parabolic proflles for electron density and gain, calculations [52,53] show that the 

transverse coherence length (see section 2.1.2) at one end is 

(4-1) 

where 

and 

z, is "refraction length", the typical distance passed by a ray before it is refracted out of the 

active region. 8, is the corresponding refraction angle. 

Under weak refraction cases, z, is long compared with plasma length such that z<<z,. At the 

limit of z/z,-70, sinh(z/zj -7z/z,. Eq. (4-1) becomes a simpler form of Rc(z) ""z I ka, 

which is what we expect from the van Cittert-Zernike theorem (see end of section 2.1.2). To 

approach full spatial coherence, we need Rc(z) ~ a, which will give us the same criteria as 

Fresnel number NF < 1. 

More interesting result comes when refraction is strong such that z>z,. At the limit of z>>z" 

sinh(z/z,) approaches exp(z/z,)/2. This means an exponential increase of transverse 

coherence length with increasing plasma length, which is much faster than the linear increase 

in the weak refraction case. Although this looks promising, it still put very high requirement 

on the plasma column's geometry. The condition of z > z, is e9uivalent to z/a > 1/ 8,. The 
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typical refraction angle 8, in a lasing plasma is on the order of several mrad, which means 

that the length to width ratio of the plasma column has to be 100 or more to see a significant 

effect. This is not easy for typical plasma excitation techniques. 

Recently the capillary discharge excitation of a 46.9 nm EUV laser developed by ].]. Rocca 

et al. in Colorado State University has been able to generate very long (>30 em) and narrow 

(~200-300 ~m) plasma columns [54]. With such elongated geometry, it provides a unique 

opportunity to verify rapid spatial coherence buildup due to refractive anti-guiding and test 

the possibility of approaching full spatial coherence with ASE-based EUV /SXR laser. In 

collaborations with Prof. Rocca's group, we performed a series of Thompson-\V'olf two

pinhole interference experiments [24] with the laser. We demonstrated that refraction in a 

plasma with sharp density gradients can reduce the effective transverse source size 

significantly and result in essentially full spatial coherence [55]. It is to our knowledge the 

first demonstration of such high degree of spatial coherence from an EUV /SXR laser. The 

details of the experiments are presented in next section. 

4.2 Coherence Properties of a 46.9-nm EUV Laser 

4.2.1 Introduction to the Laser 

The laser in our experiments is generated by excitation of an Ar-filled capillary channel with 

a fast discharge current pulse that rapidly compresses the plasma to form a dense and hot 

column ~th a large density of N e-like ions [46, 56]. Collisional electron impact excitation of 

the Ne-like ions produces a population inversion between the 3p CS0) and 3s CP1
0) levels, 

resulting in amplification at 46.9 nm. The experiments are conducted utilizing aluminum 

oxide capillary channels 3.2 mm in diameter and up to 36 em in length, filled with pre-
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ionized Ar gas at a pressure of ~ 59 Pa. The plasma column is excited by a current pulse of 

~25 k.A peak amplitude, with a 10% to 90% rise time of approximately 40 ns . The set up is 

similar to that used in previous experiments [54, 57). The excitation current pulse was 

produced by discharging a water- filled dielectric capacitor through a spark gap s\.vitch 

connected in series \.vith the capillary load. The laser is very compact, occupying a table area 

of only 0.4x1 m. 

To Marx 
Generator +HV 

To Vacuum Pump 

Liquid Dielectric 
Capacitor 

Figure 4-4. Photograph and schematic diagram of the 46.9-nm El.N laser. The laser is very 

compact (notice the multimeter in front) . (Courtesy of J. J. Rocca, Colorado State University) 

Efficient extraction of energy is obtained by operating the laser in a highly saturated regime. 

The laser pulse energy increases as a near exponential function of plasma column length, 

until the beam intensity reaches the gain saturation intensity at a plasma column length of 

about 14 em [56). For longer plasma columns, the laser pulse energy increases linearly with 

length from 0.075 mJ for a plasma column 16 em in length, to 0.88 mJ (> 2X10 14 

photons/pulse) for a plasma column length of 34.5 em. An average laser power of 3.5 mW is 

obtained when operating the laser at a repetition rate of 4Hz [57). 
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Figure 4-5. Axial spectra of Ar capillary discharge for three plasma lengths, showing the 

gradual domination o f the 46.9-nm lasing line ofNe-like Ar. From Rocca et al. , Ref. 56. 

4.2.2 Spatial Coherence M easurements 

The set up used in our two-pinhole interference experiment is shown in Figure 4-6. The 

pinhole masks consisted of pairs of 10 ).l.m diameter laser-drilled pinholes at selected 

separations in 12.5 Jlm thick stainless steel substrates (National Aperture Inc., NH). 

Measurements were conducted placing the masks at axial distances of 15 em and 40 em from 

the exit o f the capillary. An x-y translation stage was used to position the pinholes with 

respect to the beam . The interference patterns were recorded with an EUV sensitive charge-
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coupled device (CCD) having a 1024 X 1024 pixel array (SI-003A, thermo-electrically cooled, 

back-thinned, Scientific Imaging Technologies, Tigal, OR). The distance from the pinhole 

plane to the CCD was 300 em. This distance was selected to assure that the CCD's spatial 

resolution (25 11m pixel size) is sufficient to resolve the finest interference fringes, while 

recording essential features of the pinhole diffraction patterns. 

Figure 4-6. Schematic representation of the experimental set-up used 1n the two-pinhole 

interference coherence measurements. 

The interference patterns recorded by the CCD contain an underlying background that is 

due to spontaneously emitted radiation from the hot plasma. To reduce its effect, we 

recorded the background after acquiring each interferogram. This was done by increasing the 

gas discharge pressure to ~1 30 Pa, which quenches the laser line while maintaining the 

background emission. Final interferograms were obtained by subtracting the recorded 

backgrounds from the original interferograms. This procedure also removes thermal "dark 

counts" of the CCD. The background is, however, somewhat weaker in the higher pressure 
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shots, thus the background removal is not complete. Therefore the fringe visibility is always 

somewhat undervalued. As a result, the highest spatial coherence values reported herein, 

which are sensitive to a small amount of background, constitute a conservative evaluation of 

the spatial coherence of the source. 

Comparative interferograms corresponding to increasing capillary lengths of 18, 27 and 36 

em are shown in Fig. 4-7, with their corresponding lineouts. A mask with pinhole separation 

of 200 )..lm was used in all three measurements. The mask was positioned at a distance of 40 

em from capillary exit. The interferograms consist of two overlapped Airy patterns, 

modulated by the interference between them. The expected coherence buildup with 

increasing capillary length is clearly observed. The fringe visibility increases from 0.05 for the 

18 em long capillary, to 0.33 for the 27 em long plasma, and reaches 0.8 for the 36 em 

capillary. Assuming a Gaussian profile of the degree of coherence I ).!12 1, the coherence radii 

[58] for the three capillary lengths are 80, 135 and 300 )..lm, respectively. Although the last 

number is likely to be significantly underestimated as result of the background error, it is 

quite clear that the coherence radius scales much faster than linearly with capillary length. 

This is evidence of refractive mode selection as gain guiding alone provides only a linearly 

increasing coherence radius (see section 4.2). 

With the assistance of refraction, a coherence radius comparable to the beam size was 

achieved with 36 em long capillary length. Evidence of near full spatial coherence requires 

measurements using pinholes with separation comparable to the beam size. To clarify the 

point, we positioned the pinholes closer (15.7 em) to the capillary exit. The spatial profile of 

the laser beam at this position was previously measured [57] and verified during these 
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Figure 4-7 . Interferograms and their lineouts showing the coherence buildup of the laser 

beam with increasing capillary length. The capillary lengths are (a) 18, (b) 27, and (c) 36 em. 

The lineouts are obtained by vertically integrating 15 pixels of the CCD images. 
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experiments by scanning a single pinhole across the beam. Refraction causes a ring-shaped 

beam profile with a peak-to-peak diameter of approximately 950 11m. (See Fig. 4-8) 

4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 
Divergence (mrad) 

Figure 4-8. Ring-shaped beam prof.tle of the 46 .9-nm EUV laser, showing evidence of strong 

refraction. [57] 

Fig. 4-9 (a) and (b) show the obtained interferograms and their lineouts with pinhole 

separations of 300 and 680 11m. In (a), visibility as high as 0.8 is observed. In (b), the large 

pinhole separation, combined with laser divergence, causes a large displacement of the two 

Airy patterns, so that they are no longer completely overlapping. The large visibility 

variations in different regions of the interferogram are the result of the intensity differences 

between the partially overlapped Airy patterns [59]. Maximum fringe visibility, ~0.55, occurs 

where the intensities of the two Airy patterns are equal (near the central region). Zero 

visibility occurs where there is a null in one of the Airy patterns. The degree of coherence 

11-112 1, determined from the maximum value of the visibility, is equal to 0.8 and 0.55, 

respectively. 
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Figure 4-9 . Interferograms and their Jineouts obtained with two pinholes located at 15.7 em 

from the capillary exit. The EUV beam at this position has a diameter of about 1 mm. The 

pinhole separations are a) 300 and b) 680 microns. Good fringe contrast observed at these 

large separations implies a high degree of spatial coherence throughout the beam. 

These results indicate a very high degree of spatial coherence, essentially throughout the 

entire laser beam. Fig. 4-10 shows the experimental data together with a Gaussian proftle of 

degree of coherence curve with an assumed coherence radius 1\, = 550 )..lm. Considering the 
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small size of the laser beam (~1 mm), we have obse1:V~d a spat:lah:oherendtrea 'c6ntaking 

almost half the laser power, corresponding to an average coherent power of more, than 
' ' . . ,. 

1mW. A stricter convention, sometimes used to define coherent area, allows I J..L12 1 to drop 

I 

only to a value of 0.88 (e-118
) [17). Use of this stricter criterion would reduce the coherence 

. \ . - . . 

radius to RJ2. Even so, about 1/8 of the total power, or ~0.4 m;v, is spatially coherent, 

Moreover, since this high coherent power is generated in only 4 pulses per second, with 
. . . . . . . . ;.· 

pulse width of ~.5 ns each, the laser's peak coherent pow_~r is estimated to reach 6 X 1Q4 \Xf. 

The coherent power can be focused to a spot limited only by diffraction. Assuming a .1-
_, :..'. . .. 

micron focus spot, the intensity would approach 1013 Wcm·2
• 

1 
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Figure 4-10. Measured degree of coherence, I J..L12(&) I, of the laser . beam vs. separation 

between two pinholes at 15.7 em from the exit of the capillary. The solid lj_ne is for an 

assumed Gaussian profile I J..L12(&) I with a coherence radius. Rc = 550 microns. The El]V 

beam at this position has a diameter of about 1 mm. 
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4.2.3 The 46..9-nm Laser. as a Coherent Source 

, .·r .· ,. . ·' · ... :.' ··.'; . ··.i: . .. ' 
A coherent source should also be temporally coherent. This laser has a spectral bandwidth of 

!).")J"A :::;; 1 x 10-4
, corresponding to a longitudinal coherence length. io'nger than 3oo f..lm, 

sufficient for most applications. Therefore it can b~ regarded as temporally coherent. 

Previous experiments on that laser's beam divergence have shown that this laser can be well 

approximated as originating from a virtual source located ~5 em inside the capillary. We can 

estimate the size of this source using the van Cittert-Zernike theorem. To produce the same 

Gaussian coherence profiie with 1\, = 550 f..Lm, the- equivalent incoherent s~urce should have 

a diameter (RMS) of d.= Az/nR., = 5.4 Jlm (see section 2.1.2). With a measured divergence 

angle of 7 mrad (28) [54] and an average power of 3.5 mW, the brightness of this source is 

then ~ 1.6 X 1017
, in units of photons s-1 mm-2 mrad-2 within 0.01% spectral bandwidth. The 

peak brightness of this laser reaches a value of 2 X 1025
, making it the brightest EUV source 

in the world, all the more remarkable in that it is entirely contained on a small optical bench. 

No other EUV source, independent of its size, is presently capab~e of simultaneously _ 

generating such high average coherent power and peak spectral brightness. 

In summary, we have observed an extraordinarily high degree of spatial coherence in a high 

average power soft x-ray laser beam produced by a tabletop -device. The results were 

obtained by single pass laser amplification in a very long capillary plasma column using 

intrinsic mode selt~ction mechanisms. The availability of full spatial coherence in tabletop 

EUV laser beams with high ·average power and extremely high spectral brightness opens new 

opportunities in science and technology. 
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4.3 Focus ability of the 46.9-nm EUV Laser 

High peak power and high spatial coherence from the 46.9 nm EUV laser prompts interest 

in its possible applications in nonlinear EUV light-matter interaction. One key issue is how 

small we can focus the EUV beam. High spatial coherence is necessary to achieve 

diffraction-limited focusing. However, spatial coherence alone is not enough. As discussed in 

chapter 2, full spatial coherence only implies a single spatial mode. The mode, however, is 

not necessarily well-behaved (like TEM00), and may not be able focusable to a spot size of 

A./NA. As stated in the last section, the high spatial coherence of this EUV laser comes from 

the very small number of guided modes inside the plasma. The phase and intensity 

distributions of the guided modes are determined by spatial profiles of the gain and 

I \ refractive index inside the plasma; and they may not be the lowest order Gaussian modes. 

The ring-shaped beam profile seen in Fig. 4-8 suggests that the guided radiation is altered 

significantly by refraction, and is far from the fundamental Gaussian mode. An experiment 

[60] investigating the EUV beam's fotusability is described in the following section. 

4.3.1 Experiment Setup 

Fig. 4-11 shows the focusing experiment setup. The laser beam is first reflected by a plane 

mirror and then· focused by a spherical mirror. Both mirrors are l-inch in diameter and 

coated to have 30% reflectivity at 46.9 nm. The plane mirror has a small hole in the center, 

whi~h lets the focused light go through to form a focal spot ·after the mirror. This 

configuration is designed to have near-normal incidence at the spherical mirror, avoiding the 

aberration caused by off-axis illumination. A knife-edge is mounted, on an x-y stage to 
. : ~ . , . ~ : . 'r ~ - , . . 

perform scans of the light beam at different focal planes. The stage is driven by a computer-



Signal 
Detector 

.Reference 
Detector 

Plane mirror 

• . . .· 

. .. 

46. 9nm Laser 

f = 1 m spherical mirror 

Figure4-l1. Experiment setup for measuring the focusa!:>ility of the 46:9nm EUV laser; 

contt:olled motor; having a n:iinimum step size of 4 nm, A vacuum photOdiode records 

intensity v~riations during the experiment. The signal is transmitted to, and stored in a digital 
- .· . . . .. . 

osdlloscope for further· analysis. The laser was operated at 0.-5 Hz while the· motor speed is 

controlled to ensure at least SO shOtS are recorded: in the range fram 10% to 90% of 
. . ·. . . . . .· . . 

maxhnum intensity. The hok in, the plane mirror also leaks pat:tof the hser beam to a 

. . reference. detector. This· reference i~ used to normaliZe the signal,· thus reduCing errors due to 
. . . . 

the shot-to-shot intensity fluctuations. Since the spatial profile ofthe laser beam is donut-like 
. . . . . 

[F'ig.4,.8J,the small hole in the center has little effect on the beam focusing. The focusing 

mirrqrhas a radius of 2 meters. This long focal length is sdected to serve the main purpose 
. . . . .. 

oLour experiment, which is to study the intensity profile ofthe focused light beam, rather 

than ttyingto reach high intensity by very tight focusing. It also eases the require~ents on 

the optics and coating process, minimizing optical aberrations. The distance from the laser 

to the plane mirror is 1.7 m, and 1.3 m from the plane tl1itror to the spherical mirror, giving 

a total folded path lengili of ab~ut 3 m; The· focus i~ about 15 c~ behind the plane rrilirot. 
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4;3.2 M2 Characteriiatio:d or-:Light Beam· 

:r 

The focused x-ray beam is characterized in terms of an M2 factor, which is a common 

practice for determining the beam quality of a laser beam [61]. In general, the propagation of 

a light beam can be described as: 
!· 

(4-2} 

where z denotes the propagation distance and W. is the spot size of the beam (x denotes one 

transverse directibn)~' which 1s related to the intensity standard deviation 6~ as Wx =2crx. 

Subscript "0" in Eq'. (4~2) denott::s the waist (the smallest spoi:). The variance ax 2, which plays 

an important role theoretical beam propagation analysis, is defined as 

o-2 = Jfx
2
l(x,y)dxdy 

x . JJI(x,y)dxdy 

The beam diameter is dx = 2Wx = 4crx. Using beam diame.td: dx to calculate the divergence 

angle 9, the M2 car: be found to be 

_;;:-~·-·' 

A{2 =: ( d~ ·B)/( 4A, I 1r) (4-3) 

A perfect single. TEMoo ,mode laser· beam would have a M2 factor equal to one, 
.,._.·. 

. /. . . -

corresponding to the diff:racti()n:~lim:ited case. Deviations from this ideal case, such as partial . 
~~- . 

.. ~ .; '·.· -~ . _,.,.~ 

coherence in a rrt~ti-mode beam, or av imperfect near-Gaussian intensity distribution, 

correspond to a higher M2 factor. 

To measure the M2 factor, beam intensity profiles J(x,y) as a function of propagation 

distance z are needed. For our experiment involving high intensity EUV and an irregular 

transverse profile, we use a scanning knife-edge technique to measure the beam profile. 

Although in principle complete 1-D intensity distribution could be obtained by the knife-
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edge profile, the shot-to-shot nois~ is usually too strong t~ get reliable. results. On the other 

hand, if only the beam size is of interest, one can choose a clip level E (0< E <0.5) and the 

corresponding "clip width" Dc (defined as the distance the knife-edge moves from where the 
' ·• . ..... 

pass-through intensity is Elmax to where it rises to (1-E)lmJ would be direcdy related to crx . 
. \ 

Detailed calculations regarding the adequate choice of clip level and the scale factor used to 

convert Dc to standard deviation crx are pr~sented in Ref. 62. We use their analysis to select a 

clip level of 20% and the corresponding scale factor.of Dcfcrx = 2, taking·into accountthat 

our beam profileis somewhere between the donut mode and the ring mode. (Se~ Fig,. 4:::: 12)' 

Therefore, for. our experiments, the relationship between beam diameter and the . .20% to 

n=1 

€0-25 

----~-~-11:.~---------------
----~-~--~~~-:::------------

Figure 4-12. Choice of clip level and the scale factor in knife-edge experiments for different 

beam profiles. The figure follows Ref. 62. In our experiments, we choose a clip level of 20%, 

with a corresponding scale factor of 2.0. 
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4.3.3 FtesuJts 

Using the method mentioned above, we measured the beam diameter at 9 positions ranging 

from -38 mm to 90 mm from the focus. Figure 4-13 shows an actual knife-edge scan data at 

a position where smallest spot is found. For a 20% clip level, the corresponding measured 

diameter is 80 microns. 

0.5,..---,-----,----.-----.--:-1 -,----,----,-1-,---,---.---, 
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Figure 4-13. Knife-edge scanning data at a position close to focus. The beam diameter is 80 

fltn, decided by dx = 2Dc as described in the context. The dashed lines are shown to illustrate 

how the 20% clip level is applied to the experiment data. 

Figure 4-14 shows the measured beam diameters at-the 9 positions. The beam size increases 

linearly from data point No. 6 tb:No. 9, corresponding. to a divergence angle of 12 mrad. 

Assuming the smallest diameter observed; 80 / . .Lrii, is' the waist~ this will give M2 = 16 



accordingto Eq. (4-3), Two curves calculated using Eq. (4-2) with M2 = 16 and 8 are shown 

for comparison. 
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Figure 4-14; Beam diameters at differentposition. The divergence angle is 12miad. Curves 

withM2 ofl6 and 8are calculated usingEq, (4~2) and shown for comparison. It's clear that 

the beam quality is better than M2 
::::: 16, ·· 

M2 of 16 is· about 3 times hi.tger than the prediction based on· awav¢front rneasurerP.ent • on 

this laser [63l. Sev'etal possible reasons could explain the discrepab.cy: flrst of a)l, our 

·estimation of M2 == 16 ·.is . aCtually.· quite conservative; with all nine .. data points .below the 

. . . .. - .· . . : .. - ,· -~- . . ,· . . .· ? 

curve. Thus 16 can be regarded as an upper limii: of the actual M-. Checking the clirve of M~ 
. . 
.· . ·_ . _. 

= 8, we can see that except for tlle region very dose to thefocus;itissimilar to the curve for 
. . . 

. . 

M2 ~ 16. Eve1l f~t M2 
::::: 8, s~ven of th~ clrte data points ar~ below the c~e~ Thisirllplies 

. . . . . . . 

. . : ? _· .- . . ·. :. . . .· . ·_ . . . . . . . _· . . . . _· 

that accurate M- measurement would require more cuts within 10 ±nril ofthe focus to get a 

more reliable fitting of the waist diameter and the waist position. Secondly, experimental 
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errors or imperfections; such as i:riisilignment, aberration in optics; optical· table vibration, 

etc., would always tend to increase the spot siz~: · · 

It should be noted that this experimeht is not designed to reach a particularly small spot, nor 

a particularly high intensity: Although the' 'SO-~ focus diameter looks·larg~ conside?ng the 

46.9 run wavelength, it is obtained with a 1-hietet fo2al iength mirror; which corresponds to 

a numerical aperture of orily about 0.01. Modestly tight focusing ~th a f = 50 rnm. mirror 

(N.A. = 0.2) would decrease the focus to several rilitrons, and the peak intensity would reach 

11)13 Wcm·2 level. Availability of this high intensity and high photoil flux would make it 

possible to observe new phenomena involving strong light-matter interaction in EUV /SXR 

region: 

4.4 Comments on Lasers as EUV /SXR Source 

As mentioned in section 4.1, lasing in short wavelengths requires significant pump power 

delivered on a short time scale. It is the main reason why early x-ray lasing experiments were 

pumped by the world's most powerful IR to near UV lasers [64]. The dependence on huge 

pump source limited laser's accessibility as coherent a EUV /SXR source. Fortunately, rapid 

progress made in the past decade has changed the situation and made tabletop EUV /SXR 

lasers a reality. Progress has been made in both the pump source and plasma excitation 

techniques. For the pump source, thanks to ultrafast laser technology, very high peak power 

is now available from compact femtosecond laser. Fast capillary discharge is another proven 

technique successfully producing high quality plasma suitable for lasing at EUV wavelengths, 

as we have seen in last section. For plasma excitation technique, the energy requirement for 

EUV /SXR lasing has been greatly reduced from 100's of Joules in early experiments to less 
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than, 1 J nowadays [65]. The 46.9-:-run laser is one ou~standing representative_ of the 

remarkable achievement made by EUV /SXR laser community. It is impressive in many 

aspects: the compact s~ze; efficient conversion from electricity directly to EUV photons; mJ

level pulse _energy; dominating_ single.lasing line with relative spectral bandwidth ,less than 

0.01 %; and an· extremely high quality plasma with a favorable geometry Oong and narrow) 

for approaching full spatial coherence. Its high pulse energy and good spatial coherence were 

utilize~ in diagnostics of dense plasmas [66, 67]. High contrast interferograms were obtained 

in single-shot experiments, allowing .time-resolved plasma diagnostics. The shorter 

wavelength (compared with visible lasers) also enables it to detect higher electron densities 

(the critical density of a plasma is proportional to ~t1. It is also attracting attention from 

chemists for studying reactions and catalysis of metal oxide by single photon ionization, 

overcoming the current limit of photon energy set by 118 run laser [68]. In the coming years, 

compact EUV /SXR lasers will likely mature and be used as practical sources for a wide 

range of applications in the physical, chemical, and perhaps life sciences. With their low cost 

and compact size, they will provide more researchers access to the EUV /SXR wavelength 

region and stimulate new sciences and technologies. 

The 46.9-run wavelength is at the long wavelength end of the EUV /SXR spectrum: It is 

desired to have similarly compact, coherent sources at shorter wavelengths, for example 

around 13-14 run for EUV lithography, and around 2.5 run_ for "water window" biological 

rmcroscopy. However, until now there is no other EUV /SXR laser demonstrating similar 

performance 1n terms of compactness, output energy and coherence. The reason is the 

unfavorable scaling of required power density versus wavelength for an ASE-based laser. 

Given the higher atomic energy levels, shorter lifetime of these levels, the smaller stimulated 

emission cross section at shorter wavelengths, and the difficulty to maintain a certain level of 
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population inversion, scaling to shorter wavelength EUV /SXR lasers requires pump· power 

scale roughly as A.-4 to A.-5 [69]. For example, ext~p.ding discharge excitation of the 46.9-qm 
.. . '-~- ; ,.· -·. ., ' . ·,.. ' : . . . . -_ ' '•: 

laser to a Cd laser working at 13 nm, the scaling law requires an increase of delivered power 

by a factor of around 200. This will require a faster, more powerful discharge circuit, and 

increased efforts to maintain a uniform, high aspect ratio plasma 't6luffin~ . iri. order to 
produce spatially coherent radiation at the mW average power level. Similar ~hallenges also 

. .-, .· '·, ;-

apply to laser-produced-plasmas sources. Currendy although EUV /SXR lasing. and even 
. . . . . ' . ~ . ' . . . . . ' .. . l :.: -· ' . 

'I ' 

saturation 1?-ave been realized at somewhat shorter wavelengths, they have utilized some very 

large-scale powerful lasers as pump sources. Pushing. to shorter wavel~ngths, withmJt 

compromising the compactness, is the most demanding cha1lenge facing the EUV /SXR 
. I 

laser community today. 
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Chapter 5 

High-order Harmonic Generation (HHG) 

5.1 HHG Basics 
:1,,... r;.-

Using infrared 6r visible lasers, shorter wavelength coherent radiation can be generated 

through nonlinear frequency mixing process~s [70]. Harmonic generation.is 6ne''well-m'own 

example. Recendy the harmonic generatio~ pr~ces~ has been extended ·to very.·high orders, 

reaching EUV ~nd SXR wavelengths with widely available Ti:sapphlre lasers. Naturally, the 

very high order norilinear process requires extremely high purrip int~nsity. Advances in 

ultrafast(< ps) laser technology [71] have made possible >1015 Wcm-2 levd oflightintensity 

from very compact tabletop setups [72]. The interaction between atoms and such intense 

laser field has opened some fa~t-developing frontiers in nonlinear optics [73]. Among them, 

high-order harmonic generation (HHG) has attracted much attention as a promising method 

for the generation of ultrafast, coherent EUV /SXR radiation with a relatively simple setup. 

He ~ vacuum chamber 

detector 

EUVbeam 

Figure 5-1. Typical experimental setup for high-order harmonic generation. EUV radiation 

can be generated by focusing an intense femtosecond duration laser beam onto the target, 

usually a gas jet. Modified from Schnurer et al., Ref. 7 4. 
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Figure 5-2. A measured spectrum of high-order hairilonics. It is obtained by focusing a 

1.053-J.lm neodymium laser beam into a helium gas jet. The focused intensity is ~ 3 X 1014 

Wcm-2
• The "plateau" and cutoff regions can be clearly identified. From Tisch et al., Ref. 75. 

In HHG, atoms exposed to a strong laser field can emit harmonic radiation at very high 

photon energies. Using intense femtosecond pulses, the harmonics have extended well into 

the "water window", with wavelength as short as 2.7 hm [76, 77]. This corresponds to 

harmonic order ~ 300. This appears to be an extension of the traditional harmonic 

generation process to very high orders, driven by an extremely intense laser pump. However, 

early experimental results suggested a mechanism. Typical HHG spectra exhibit a "plateau" 

region consisting of many odd harmonics, where the amplitude of the harmonics varies 

slowly, followed by a rather abrupt cutoff. (See Fig. 5-2) This is different from the traditional 

nonlinear process, where the higher order process is generally weaker than lower orders, and 

gradually fades away. The main reason for this difference is that HHG is a phenomenon in 

the so-called "strong-field regime", while the more familiar low order nonlinear process, for 

example second and third harmonic generation, is usually in the "perturbative regime" [73]. 
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This difference is the result of the extremely high peak intensity of the laser field used in 

HHG. Typical intensities in HHG are in the 1014 
- 1015 Wcm-2 range, corresponding to 

; . . . ' 

electric fields-comparable to the internal atomic field. c.~ns'equendy, differ,ent approaches are 

required to understand the nonlinear response of the medi~; w~ lw,ill, ~scuss this in detail 
.; ~ ; \ : t 

in later subsections. For now, we introduce a semi-classical model fortHHG, which captures 
l 
i 

the essence of the process and, when combined with quantum mechahical treatments of 

some aspects, provides a quite accurate physical picture. 

5.1.1· Semi-'ClassicalModel ofHHG 

The semi-classical model of HHG [78, 79] is based on a single active electron interacting 
. . 

. .· 
with the light field in three steps. First, the high electric field of the laser suppresses the 

Coulomb potential barrier inside the atom, freeing· the electron through quantum tunneling. 

Following this, the electron is treated as a free particle driven by the laser field. Some time 

later, around a half optical cycle later, the electron (driven by the linearly polarized field) 

returns to its parent ion. When they collide and recombine to the ground state, a photon is 

emitted with an energy of 

n{J) =I P + K.E. (5-1) 

where IP is the ionization potential of the atom and K.E. is the kinetic energy gained by the 

electron in the laser field. This process is illustrated in Fig. S-3. 

Whether or not the electron returns to the parent ion, and with what kinetic energy, depends 

on the phase of the light field at the time the electron tunnels free. We write ·the free 

electron's equation of motion in the incident laser's electric ftled as: 

dx(t) dv(t) . 
--=v(t);m--=-eE smox 

dt dt 
0 (5-2) 
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U(x,t) 

. "" ..... l •• s.er_fi_Ie_ld_ 

electron 

) 

Figure S-3. Illustration of the semi-classical model of HHG. An electron tunnels out of the 

atom with the help of a strong laser field which suppresses the Coulomb potential inside the 

atom. The electron is then driven by the laser field and may return to the atom as the linearly 

polarized laser field alternates its direction, recombining with the parent ion, and emitting a 

photon. The photon energy is the sum of ionization potential Ir and the kinetic energy 

obtained in the laser field. The emitted photon energy can therefore be much higher than the 

photon energy. of the fundamental driving field. (Figure courtesy of H. C. Kapteyn, 

University of Colorado at Boulder) 

where v(t) is electron's velocity and x(t) is its distance from the parent ion. Assuming the 

electron is released with zero velocity at time ti and position x=O, the initial conditions are 

v(ti)=O and x(ti)=O, and the solutions ofEq. (5-2) are: 
' ' . 

x(t; tj) ~ eE0
2 

[sin at.,..- sin ax; ~ {ax ~-ax;) cos ax';) 
mOJ . 

(5-3a) 

( ) eE0 [ ·. ] v t;ti =;.-· - .. · cos ax- cos axi ·. 
mOJ 

(5-3 b) 

.. ·.:' 



Eq. (5~3a) can be evaluated to see if x(t;ti)::::O has a solution other than t::::ti, determining 

under what conditions the electron can be driven back to the ion. Eq. (5-3b) can then be 

used to determine the return kinetic energy as K.E.:::: % mv2
• The return energy is usually 

represented in terms ofthe ponderomotive energy, UP, which is the mean kinetic energy of 

art electron executing harmonic oscillations in the laser field, where 

U =e2E 2 14mai p . 0 . (5-4) 

The kinetic energy of the electron is then 

cs~Jb') 
. . - . 

. . . . 

Fi:K 5~4 plots the electrop's return ertergy as a function of its release time, limited to cine 

.. optical.cycle .. 

:Ionization. Phase· 
.· . .· . . 

. . . . . _- .· . .· . . .· . . 

Figure 5-4.The electron's return energy (solid gteertline, irt. units of Up) as a function of its 

• relea~e time, The m~,um, retilln etiergy is 3.17UP, corre~po_nding to dectrom tunneling _· 

free at a phase of -108°/288° in the·in~identlaser field. The electric field is shown in dash.· 
. . . . . . . . . 

•· - blue line as a. reference. Electrofis released at 0-90~ ab:d 180-270° will not return to the ion. . .. - . . 

. . 

Note that HHG process canhappentwite each optital cycle. 
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From th~ .figure, the trtaximum retutn (kinetic) energy i~ 3:17 UP, givirrg a cutoff law of the 

maxitni.im photon energy: 

(S-5)' 

This explains the cutoff reg10n observed in Fig. S-2 and !_?atches many experiment 

observations. The ponderomotive energy UP can be much higher than the photon energy of 

·~ the fundamental ·pump with available high intensicy ultraf~s·t la~e~s. In practical units, Eq. (5~ 

4} can be written:in terms oflight intensity I and wavelength A as: 

(5-4') 

Assuming 1 ~ 1015 Wcm-2
; A = 800 nm and He (IP ,= 24.5 eV) as the active medium, the 

cutoff harmonic will have a photon energy of 220 eV; the HHG spectrum will extend well 

into EUV region. Modifications can be made to include the non-adiabatic effect associated 

with few-cycle pulses [77]. The HHG process happens symmetrically twice each optical 

cycle; this periodicity in time domain (T /2) corresponds to spac1ng of 2c.o in frequency 

domain, explaining the odd hairnonics observed. Another interesting observation is that for 

plateau harmonics (whose return energies are less than the peak value of 3.17 Up), there are 

two possible release phases corresponding to the same return energy. Released at different 

times, the electrons will have different· trajectories' and spend different times in the 

continuum. Both trajectories contribute to the emission at the same photon energy. This has 

important consequence on the properties of HHG radiation; it will be discussed in later 

subsections .. · 

The semi-classical model can be recovered as the .classical limit of a fully quantum-

me~hanical (QM) analysis (the Lewenstein-Ivanov model [80]). For the purpose of 

coherence property discussions, the QM model has to be used to fully understand the 
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nonlinear response of the medium. In th,e followi!lg subsections we outline the QM,analysis I 
of HHG process for a single atom, and discuss the macroscopic effect (propagation 

/phasematching) in order to better understand .!he coherence properties of the generated 

harmonic fields. 

5.1.2 Nonlinear Polarization for HHG 
I ' 

In the harmonic generation processes, harmonic fields are driven by the induced nonlinear 

, ·· ·. -NL . · 
polarization. For a single atom; we use p (qw) to denote the nonlinear polarization at the 

q-th harmonic frequency. It is· the Fourier component at qro of the dipole moment 

p(t) = ..::.~~(t): 

-NL . r,:: 
p (qw) = JP(t)exp(iqox)dt (5-6a) 

The dipole moment in QM description is 

(5-6b) 

the wavefunction If/( X, t) evolves according to the Schrodinger equation 

where Ho 
. 2 
-h 2 ---V + V(x) is the atomic Hamiltonian, describing the electron's motion 
2m 

.·. '\ 

under the Coulomb potential inside the atom, and H;nr= ex· E(t) 1s the interaction 

Hamiltonian, describing the influence of the external field of the pump laser. 

We mentioned earlier that the HHG process is different from the traditional harrrionic 

generation process in that HHG is in a strong-field regime while the latter is in perturbative 
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regime. This difference has important subsequences for the properties, of HHG radiation. In 

traditional- harmonic generation process, the ele'ctric field of light is much weaker than the 

internal atomic field. Thus Hint < < H0, and it can be 'treated as a perturbation. The electron's 

wave function can then be expanded iri a series, With 1iigher terms corresponding to higher 

nonlinear orders. The nonlin-ear polarization can be generally, written as [70] 

(S-7) . 

-(q) 
which describes the q-th order nonlinear frequency tnlXlng process, where X is the 

nonlinear susceptibility tensor. Ari important consequence of the perturb~clve e~pansion is 

-(q) . 
that X is determined by the properties of the medium (energy levels, unperturbed 

wavefunctions, etc.) and the frequencies of the light involved; it does not have an explicit 
' ' 

dependence on the amplitudes of the light. For harmQnic generation within an isotropic 

medium pumped by linearly polarized light, which is typical of the HHG setup, Eq. (5-7) can 

be simplified to 
··,,.; 

(5-7') 

where we have dropped the vector and tensor notation. Thus, assurrung z<q) to be a 

constant, the dipole moment at the q-th harmonic frequency simply follows the q-th power 

of the fundamental field. The solution to the coupled wave equation [70) for the harmonic 

field also becomes very simple. The spatial mode of the harmonics will just follow that of 

the, pillnp. Specifically~ if the pump laser has a TEM00 Gaus~iar:i mode: the q-th harmonic will 

also be TEMoo, with beam size shrunk to 1 / .jq of the pump beam [81). The phase-space 

product of the q-th harmonic field will thus be q times smaller (both the beam waist and 

divergence angle is q112 times smaller) than that of the fundamental, scali~g with the 
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wavelength. This is consistent with the discussion in chapter 2. 

The perturbation treatment)mplies the pre.s.ervation of coherence in h~rmonic generation. 

However, in the strong field regime, where H;,, is cpmparable to H 0, the solution to 

Schrodinger -equatio11 cannot be oqt~ped by "a pertw;q~tion expansion. A strong field 

approximation ha,s been developeq to ~implify the full QM mpdel_ [80, -82]. Based on that 

model, the dipole moment ~an be expressed in the form of an integration over all possi~le 

quantum paths as [83]: (atomic units are used here, following Ref. 83) 

I 

;(t) = i Jdt' fd 3 P{D *.(?- A(t))exp[-iS(P,t,t')]E(t')D(P- A(t'))} + c.c. (5-8) 
0 ,, . 

-Here P = v + A(t) 1s a canonical momentum with A(t) denoting the potential vector. 

' . ' 

is the field-free dipole transition matrix element. The quasi-classical action, 

S(P,t,t'),is 

(5-9) 

Eq. (5-8) can be interpreted in the spirit of Feynman'!? path-integral [84]; it is a sum of 

probability amplitudes over all possible starting times and paths corresponding to the three

step semiclassical model. The terms within the integral can be.divided-~to the transition int~ 

_;. -- -
continuum at time t', E(t')D(P- A(t')); free electron propagation until time t 

I-

- -( exp[-iS(P,t,t')]); and recombination (transition back to the ground state, D *.(P- A(t)) t 

5.1.3 . The Two Trajectories and Intensity-Dependent Dipole Phase 

Using a saddle-point analysis, the integral in Eq. (5-8) over all possible paths can be greatly 

reduced to a sum over a few relevant paths, which can be determined using the principle of 
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stationary action [85]. Of great value, this approach nicely connects the QM picture to the 

semi-classical model discussed earlier by identi fyi ng two quantum paths which dominate 

contributions to the dipole m om ent, each corresponding to a classical trajectory. The final 

dipole moment is the coheren t sum of these paths, showing pronounced quantum 

interference effects. T he most significan t result from the path integral approach is that the 

phase of the dipole m oment is intensity-dependent. E q. (5-8) shows that the dipole 

moment acquire a phase from the free electron propagation in the continuum, which is 

represented by the quasi-classical action S(P, t , t ' ). For each of the two quasi-classical 

trajec tories discussed above, the ac tion can be roughly approximated by -up 1:, where up is 

the ponderomo tive po tential and 1:, is the electron's excursion time within the continuum 

[85] . T he excursion time can be found to be near constant for mos t o f the harmonics and 

thus the laser-induced dipole phase varies linearly with the in tensity (the pondermo tive 

po tential is proportional to intensity) [86]. 

T he intensity-dependent dipole phase m eans that the coherence of the pump field is no t 

fully preserved in the nonlinear polarization. This is significantly different than the 

traditional (weak field) harmonic generation process, as discussed earlier. For HHG 

experiments, femtosecond pulses, either focused or guided in a wave-guide, are used. T he 

in tensity varies bo th in time (the pulse envelope) and space (the spatial m ode). As a result, 

the dipole phase also varies both in time and space. T hese phase variations reduce bo th the 

temporal coherence and the spatial coherence o f the HHG radiation. 

The intensity-dependent dipole m om ent, including the contributions from the two 

trajectories, can be expressed as [87] 

(5-10) 
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where A(I) denotes the strength and a is the phase coefficient, proportional to the excursion 

time for each trajectory. The two trajectories have different excursion times; one is short and 

the other is relatively long. We will use titles "short trajectory" and "long trajectory" to 

describe them. The short trajectory has a dipole phase only weakly depending on the 

intensity while the dipole phase of the long trajectory strongly depends on the intensity. 

These two components can in fact be spatially separated and exhibit different temporal 

coherence properties. Both can be explained in the framework discussed above. The spatially 

varying dipole phase (caused by the spatial mode of the pump) introduces a curvature of the 

phase front; we would expect the long trajectory to be more divergent due to this effect. The 

temporally varying phase (caused by the pulse envelope) introduces a chirp, or spectral 

broadening; we would thus expect the long trajectory to be less temporally coherent. This is 

indeed observed experimentally [87, 88]. (See Fig. 5-5) 

Figure 5-5. Effects of the two trajectories in a temporal coherence measurement of HHG. 

Interference pattern are recorded with a time delay between pulses of a) Ofs and b) 25 fs. 

Light in the center region is mainly from contribution of the short trajectory, which is less 

divergent and has longer coherence time. Light in the outer region is mainly from 

contribution of the long trajectory, and is less coherent. From C. Lynga et al., Ref. 87. 
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5.1.4 Phase-Matching Effect 

The above discussions are focused on the nonlinear response of a single atom. On the 

macroscopic scale, HHG radiation is the coherent addition of the fields due to all atoms in 

the interaction region. The total field is described in the coupled wave equation under the 

~NL 

slowly varying envelope approximation, using the macroscopic polarization P (q{J)) as the 

~ NL 

driving term [70] , where P (q{J)) 1s .related to the single atom response by 

~m ~m ~m 

P (qw) =nap (qw), where na is the atomic density and p (q{J)) is the single atom 

polarization described in Eq. (5-6). Propagation and phase-matching across the field will 

strongly influence the final output of the HHG radiation and make it quite different from 

the nonlinear response of a single atom. It also offers the possibility of macroscopic control 

of the emission by isolating the contribution of a single trajectory. This has been extensive 

studied by shifting the focal position of the pump beam in gas jet experiments [84, 86, 89, 

90]. This approach delineates the two contributions to the dipole phase variation associated 

with a focused Gaussian beam as the pump. One is the geometric phase change associated 

with propagation of the Gaussian beam, while the other is due to the intensity-dependent 

dipole phase, varying with the intensity across the focused beam. The best phase matching 

condition on-axis is that where the phase variation of the polarization over the interaction 

region is minimal, which occurs when the laser is focused before the gas jet. Changing the 

focal position can influence phase-matching for either trajectory, dramatically altering the 

beam spatial and temporal profile and spectrum. An example is shown in Fig. 5-6, in which 

the calculation was done by Salieres et al. [89]. In the calculation, the parameters are selected 

to mimic typical experimental conditions. The pump laser (825-nm wavelength) is assumed 

to be Gaussian in both space (confocal parameter = 5 mm) and time (150 fs FWHM). The 
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peak intensity at focal plane (z=O) is 6 X 1014 Wcm-2. The generating gas is neon. 
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Figure S-6 . Coherent control of HHG process by changing the position of the laser focus 

relative to the generating gas. Left: Phase of the harmonic (q=45) polarization along 

propagation axis (solid line). The long-dashed line indicates the propagation of the 

fundamental, and the short-dashed line the dipole phase. The z=O position is the focal plane. 

Right: (a) Near-field, (b) far-field, (c) temporal, and (d) spectral profiles of 4S'h harmonic. In 

(a) through (d), the solid line is the result obtained at z= 3mm, and the dashed line at z = -1 

mm. The dot-dashed line in both (c) and (d) represents the result obtained at at z=O. From 

Salieres et al., Ref. 89. 

Simple optimization of HHG by positioning the focus to appropriate location is limited by 

the short interaction length of the gas jet setup. As a result, although fairly good spatial 

coherence [91) and beam quality [92) have been observed, they are still not approaching the 

full coherence limit. In following part of the chapter, we extend our analysis to guided HHG 

process inside a hollow fiber. Extended phase-matching over a long interaction region not 

only greatly improves the conversion efficiency to the phase-matched orders, but also results 
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in an essentially full spatial coherence. 

5.1.5 Phase-Matched HHG in Hollow Fiber 

The harmonic generation process 1s most efficient when phase-matching is achieved 

throughout the interaction region [70]. Since the real part of refractive index in . the 

EUV /SXR wavelength region is less than unity [1], high harmonics travel at phase velocities 

faster than c. the speed of light in vacuum. As a result, free space propagation of the pump 

will not "catch" the harmonics. This phase mismatch will limit the effective interaction 

length and therefore limit the conversion efficiency. 

The research group led by Profs . H. C. Kapteyn and M. M. Murnane utilized a hollow core 

fiber setup to realize phase-matched HHG over a long interaction distance [93], in which the 

phase velocity of the pump is controlled. For the guided pump light, the wave vector of 

propagation in the hollow fiber can be written as [93] 

(5-11) 

where f.... is the vacuum wavelength, the second and third terms represent the dispersion due 

to the gas and the plasma (created by ionization), respectively, and the fourth term is due to 

the wave-guide effect of the hollow fiber. Here n. is the atom density, nc is the electron 

density, 8 depends on the gas atom's dispersive property, and re is the classical electron 

radius. The wave-guide contribution in the last term, with a as the radius of the wave guide 

and unm is a constant corresponding to the guided mode structure [94]. The negative sign of 

the last two terms indicate that they increase the phase velocity of the pump, making it 

possible to be greater than c. By varying the gas pressure and the fiber radius, a balance can 
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be reached such that qkJaser = kqw (wave vector of the q-th harmonic), achieving 

phasematching where both the laser pump and the high harmonic has the same phase 

velocity, somewhat faster than c. This geometry increases the conversion efficiency of light 

into the EUV by up to two orders of magnitude over what would be possible with similar 

pulse energies in a free-space focus configuration [93]. 

The pump pulse propagates predominantly in the EH11 mode (EH, electric hybrid) of the 

hollow core fiber, and the HHG is restricted to the central, most intense portion of the 

pump field [94]. This guided propagation eliminates the geometric phase variation along the 

propagation direction associated with a focused Gaussian laser beam (the long-dashed line in 

left panel of Fig. 5-6). The intensity variation along the propagation direction is also minimal, 

further eliminating the intensity-dependent phase variation of the harmonic dipole (the 

short-dashed line in left panel of Fig. 5-6). We expect this guided, quasi-plane wave 

interaction would favor phase-matching to the more coherent short trajectory and the long 

interaction length would further improve the coherence properties. In fact, the observed two 

orders of magnitude conversion efficiency enhancement in the phase-matched orders [93] 

suggests that an improvement of the temporal coherence is already present. In t~e next 

section, we show that extended phase-matching also results in good beam mode quality, and 

essentially full spatial coherence, in the generated EUV beam. 

5.2 Observation of Full Spatial Coherence from a HHG Source 

In this section we present spatial coherence measurements of EUV light generated through 

the HHG process with a phase-matched hollow-fiber geometry. The generated beam was 

found to exhibit essentially full spatial coherence. The work is part of collaborations with 

Profs. Kapteyn and Murnane's group at JILA, University of Colorado at Boulder [95]. 
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5.2.1 Experiment Setup 

In this work, light from a high-repetition-rate (5 kHz, ~0.8 mJ I pulse) Ti:sapphire laser 

system, operating at 760 nm with a pulse duration of 25 fs, was focused into a 10-cm-long, 

150-)lm-diameter, hollow core fiber filled with argon gas (Fig. 5-7). The EUV radiation was 

phase-matched at a pressure of 29 torr, resulting in emission of about three to five 

harmonics centered around a photon energy of 31 eV (odd harmonic orders, 17 through 23) . 

A 0.55-)lm-thick aluminum filter was used to remove the fundamental laser light and was 

immediately followed by the pinholes. In an image of the EUV beam 95 em after the exit of 

the hollow core fiber (Fig. 5-8), the diameter of the EUV beam is 1 mm at the 11 e2 intensity 

point, with a slight ellipticity (~ 1.3) due to imperfections in the hollow-fiber shape. The 

beam divergence of < 1 mrad is consistent with a diffraction-limited source size of 40 )lm 

diameter within the fiber. Using a vacuum photo-diode, we measured a photon flux of ~2 X 

p I 10- photons s. 

EUV ceo 

Pinholes 

Filter 

Figure 5-7. Experimental setup for the spatial coherence measurements of EUV light beam 

generated through HHG process in a hollow fiber. 
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Figure 5-8. Beam proflle of the EUV light measured 95 em from the exit of the fiber . 

5.2.2 Recorded Two-Pinhole Interference Patterns 

Spatial coherence of the EUV light was measured using the double-pinhole interference 

technique described earlier in section 2.1.2. The fringe visibility was measured across the 

width of the EUV beam by sampling it with pinhole pairs separated by lateral distance 

varying from 142 to 779 ).lm. Laser-drilled apertures (National Aperture, Inc., Salem, NH) 

consisting of either 20- or 50-)...lm-diameter pinhole pairs, were placed 95 em from the exit of 

the fiber. An EUV charge-coupled device (CCD) (Andor, Inc., Belfast, Northern Ireland) 

camera placed 2.85 m from the pinholes captured the diffracted image. Images of high 

dynamic range were captured with a CCD integration time of between 20 and 240 s (100,000 

to 1,200,000 laser shots) . Integration over a large number of shots demonstrates both the 

high spatial coherence and the long-term wavefront stability of the EUV beam. The EUV 

beam was sampled at 14, 24, 29, 38, 58, and 78% of the beam diameter using pinhole pair 
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separations of 142, 242, 292, 384, 574 and 779 !lm, respectively (separations verified by a 

scanning electron microscope) . Sample data are shown in Fig. S-9. 
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Figure S-9. Interference patterns for the EUV beam diffracted by pinhole pairs of various 

separations, together with lineouts of the images. The separations are (A) 142, (B) 242, (C) 

384, and (D) 779 !lm . Blue represents minimum intensity, and red represents maximum 

intensity. Strong modulation (fringe visibility) indicates a high degree of spatial coherence. 
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5.2.3 Results 

In the measured diffraction patterns, the fringe visibility vanes across the pattern. The 

decrease of fringe visibility away from the central region is due to the limited temporal 

coherence as a result of the broadband radiation (several harmonics). In fact, Fourier analysis 

of the interference pattern over the entire field can yield information about the incident 

spectrum. A detailed mathematical analysis enables retrieving both the spatial coherence and 

spectrum information from the interferograms; we will describe the method in detail in the 

next section. The results of the spatial coherence analysis are shown in Fig. 5-10. It indicates 

that unit spatial coherence is maintained over most of the EUV beam. Even before 

performing a full analysis of the data as that in the next section, the high degree of coherence 

is indeed very convincing just by observing the extremely high fringe visibility of the 

in terferograms. 
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Figure 5-10. Spatial coherence of the EUV beam as a function of pinhole separation. The 

beam diameter is - 1 mm, with intensity profile shown in Fig. 5-8. 
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The entire setup, including the femtosecond laser system, EUV generation cell, imaging 

setup, and x-ray CCD camera, occup1es 100 em by 350 em of optical table space. This 

compact, coherent, laser-like source o f tabletop EUV radiation is extrem ely useful for 

applications such as high-resolution coherent imaging. This capability was demonstrated by 

performing Gabor holography as part o f the collaboration experiment [95] . 

5.3 Two-Pinhole Interference Experiment with Polychromatic Light 

In a standard two-pinhole coherence measurement the incident field is assumed to be quasi-

monochromatic, so that temporal coherence effects are isolated from the measurement of 

spatial coherence. In the experiments described in previous chapters using undulator 

radiation and an EUV laser, the. longitudinal coherence length o f the sources are longer than 

the maximum path length differences from the CCD to the two pinholes, therefore the 

quasi-monochromatic assumption is valid. However, HHG sources generate broad-

bandwidth radiation, having multiple harmonic orders. The interference pattern formed by 

illuminating a pinhole pair with such broad-bandwidth sources will thus contain both 

temporal and spatial coherence information regarding the source as well as the power 

spectrum. In this section we inves tigate this effect in detail and introduce an experiment in 

which we dem onstrated that the power spectrum o f the coherent EUV beam, consisting of 

four harmonic orders, can be measured by analysis of the far-field intensity distribution 

produced by a pinhole pair. Such a spectral measurement can be calibrated by a 

straightforward measurement o f the geometry o f the experiment, providing absolute 

wavelength and relative intensity information. This approach proves particularly useful in the 

EUV, since wavelength calibration to high accuracy can be achieved with straightforward 

measurements, and the only element that has a spectral response that must be separately 
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calibrated is the CCD. This experiment is, to our knowledge, the f.t.rst spectral measurement 

of a non-monochromatic source by analysis of the pinhole-pair interference pattern at any 

wavelength. The experiment was also performed at JILA, University at Colorado, Boulder, as 

part of collaborations with Profs. Kapteyn and Murnane's group [96]. 

5.3.1 Theoretical Analysis 

Our analysis is based on coherence theory as described previously in chapter 2. In the far 

field the path-length difference between two sampled portions of a field, P1 and P 2 in Fig. 5-

11 (a) gives rise to an interference pattern that is determined by the spatial and temporal 

coherence of the source. This path difference introduces a time delay, 1: = & I c = xd /(zc), 

that generates an autocorrelation, J E(t)E * (t- T)dt, of the incident field . The power 

spectrum is the Fourier transform of the field auto-correlation (see section 2.1.1 regarding 

temporal coherence). Therefore, measuring the pinhole-pair interference pattern is 

equivalent to measuring the power spectrum of the field that is incident on the pinhole pair, 

provided that the field is spatially coherent and the spatial extent of the field autocorrelation 

is less than the width of the Airy pattern from a single pinhole in the observation plane. This 

connection has been known for some time [97] but to date has not been exploited for a 

determination of the power spectrum of a light field. 

The exact relationship between the interference pattern and power spectrum can be derived 

as follows. The intensity distribution in the observation plane, with equal illumination of two 

pinholes, can be written as 

d 
J(x) = 2J(O)(x)(J + y12 (x)COS(27r-X)) 

AuZ 
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Figure 5-11. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup, where we have recorded (b) the EUV 

interferogram (note that the intensity is weakest for blue and strongest for red colorings), 

and (c) average of (b) along they axis. The experimental conditions used are z = 2.85 m, 8 = 

20 ).l.m and d = 57 5 )-Lm. 

where ] <OJ (x) is the Airy distribution due to diffraction through a pinhole of width 8 , dis 

the pinhole separation, z is the distance from the pinhole pair to the observation plane, Ao is 

the central wavelength of the light field, and "{12 is the complex degree of mutual coherence 

(see the geometry in Fig. 5-11(a)) . Here the time delay has been transformed to the spatial 

coordinate x = zc11d. For quasi-monochromatic light, the fringe visibility, V = [I(x)max -

I(x)m,J / [I(x)max + I(x)m,J, equals to the degree of spatial cohe_rence l,u121, where ,U12 = Y12 (0) 

is the complex coherence factor. The 'r -dependence of y12 ( r) can be included in a simple 
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sinusoidal oscillation term. (See discussions in section 2.1.2 from Eq. (2-6) to Eq. (2-9)) . 

More generally, and more relevant here (for polychromatic light) [98] , 

(5-13) 

where 3 denotes Fourier transform and S(v) is the power spectrum normalized such that 

r S(v)dv = 1. From Eq. (5-12), the interference pattern from a pinhole pair, as shown in 

Fig. 5-11(b), will have a broad spatial extent determined by the Airy distribution from a 

single pinhole. The modulations within the Airy disk are due to interference of radiation 

from the two pinholes . The slow modulations are due to the interference of the broad 

bandwidth associated with several harmonics, while the fast oscillations are determined by 

the geometry and the central wavelength. The depth of modulation is determined by the 

spatial coherence of the beam, and therefore this technique can also be applied to light fields 

with imperfect spatial coherence. 

Equation (5-12) is best analyzed in the spatial frequency domain. A Fourier transform of Eq. 

(5-12) gives 

3{J(x)} = F(JJ = 2T(fJ ® {o(f<) +±S(fJJ.L12 (f<) ®[o(f<- / 0 ) + o(f< + / 0 )]} (5-14) 

where ®is the convolution operator, T(fJ = 3{1<0> (x)} is a de spike, o(f<) is the Dirac 

delta function, fo = d l(zA0 ) is the carrier spatial frequency due to the pinhole-pair 

interference pattern, and S(JJJ.L12 CJJ = 3{y12 (x)} . Thus, a Fourier transform of the 

interferogram produced from a Young's pinhole-pair measurement should yield three terms: 

a de term corresponding to a spike at zero (or de) frequency and two terms containing 

information on the power spectrum convolved with the de spike and weighted by the spatial 

coherence function at that frequency. Equation (5-14) yields information on only the 
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product of the power spectrum and the coherence factor at any frequency, however, we can 

retrieve useful information on both the spatial coherence and spectrum based on it, as 

discussed below. 

1) Determination of Spatial Coherence 

In the case of quasi-monochromatic radiation, the degree of spatial coherence ).112 is twice 

the height of one of the sideband terms after the maximum value of the de spike has been 

normalized to unity. More generally, we can sum the integral of the sidebands and divide by 

the integral of the de term, resulting in the following expression 

f.lt2 = 
fT(v) ® S(v- v0 )JL12 (v - v0 )dv + fT(v) ® S(v + v0 )JL12 (v + v0 )dv 

f2T(v)dv 
(5-15) 

This expresswn defines an average degree of spatial coherence (JL 12 ) weighted by the 

spectral intensity ()1 12 = fS(v)JL 12 (v)dv). In section 5.2 the spatial coherence of the EUV 

beam was determined by this method. We performed a Fourier transform of the data, 

identified the sidebands, and integrated to obtain the average spatial coherence. In Fig. 5-

9(D), the two Airy distributions are separated by ~ 3.2 mm, compared with the pinhole 

separation of 779 1-1m. This is due to the fact that the pinholes are sampling the curvature of 

the EUV phase front, and the local tilt is larger than the divergence due to diffraction. Under 

such circumstance, Eq. (5-12) does not apply and the Fourier transform method is not valid. 

Nevertheless, in the central region where the two diffraction patterns have equal intensity, 

the observed fringe visibility can be used as a minimum measure of I ).112 1. For all other 

pinhole separations, the two methods agree. 
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2) Determination of Spectrum 

Eq. (5-14) provides a way to directly obtain S(v)J112 (v). If the spatial coherence J112 (v) is 

constant over all the frequencies, then S ( v) J112 ( v) provides the shape of the spectrum, 

S(v). It is not always true that J112 (v) is constant over all frequencies; however, where 

essentially full spatial coherence is observed, we can assume J112 (v) is close to 1 for all 

frequencies, and thus constant. For example, in the experiments presented in last section, we 

obtained an average degree of spatial coherence, f S(v)J112 (v)dv, of~ 0.9. This indicates a 

small spectral deviation of the spatial coherence. In this case, we can determine the spectrum 

of the radiation by performing Fourier transforms of the interferograms. The details are 

presented in the next subsection. 

5.3.2 The Spectrum Measurement Experiment 

For the experiment we used 27 -fs laser pulses generated by an amplified Ti:sapphire laser 

system at a 5-kHz repetition rate, a wavelength of 800 nm, and with energy of ~10 mJ per 

pulse. The pulse is focused into a 10-cm-long, 150-~-tm-diameter hollow-core fiber filled with 

30 Torr of Ar gas such that the HHG process is phase matched and peaked at the 21st 

harmonic. A 0.35-llm-thick Al filter is used to remove the fundamental IR beam, after which 

a 20-~-tm-diameter pinhole pair with a 57 5-llm center-to-center separation (as verified by a 

scanning electron microscope) is placed 95 em from the fiber exit. The far-field diffraction 

pattern observed 2.85 m from the pinhole pair with an exposure time of 60 s is shown in 

Fig. 5-11(b). An additional 0.35-!lm-thick Al filter placed immediately before the CCD 

camera eliminates unwanted IR scattered light. The HHG spectra were also measured with 
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an imaging EUV spectrometer (Hettrick Scientific HiREFS SXR-1.75), which measures the 

product S(v)17(v), where 17(v) is the relative efficiency of the spectrometer. 
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Figure 5-12. Fourier transforms of Fig. 5-11(b), showing the spatial frequency distribution 

scaled in optical frequency. The central frequency observed in the sidebands corresponds to 

the 21st harmonic of the laser at 800 om. 

Fig. 5-12 shows the spatial frequency distribution along the x dimension, obtained from a 

Fotirier transform of the interferogram produced by the pinhole pair [shown in Fig. 5-11(b)). 

The high quality of the data of Fig. 5-12 is due in large part to the fact that the two-

dimensional Fourier transform of the interferogram (with substantial random detector noise) 

implicitly averages over all 256 lines of data in the y dimension. In essence, we take 256 

simultaneous single-shot field autocorrelation traces; the interferogram averaged over all y is 

shown in Fig. 5-11 (c). The optical frequency axis is obtained by multiplication of the spatial 

frequency axis by zc/ d. Therefore, the pinhole separation and the distance to the detector 

determine the calibration of the wavelength axis in Fig. 5-13. The three terms expected from 
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Eq. (5-14) are clearly shown in Fig. 5-12. The resolution of a ~pectral measurement is limited 

by the width of the de spike, which is proportional to the diameter of the pinhole and 

inversely proportional to the pinhole separation. The de spike appears at the zero spatial 

frequency and has a fractional width of 1!1v I v0 = 0.022, which agrees well with the predicted 

resolving power of 1!1vlv0 = 0.851 d, or 0.027 for our experimental geometry. 

The percent error 1n the optical frequency calibration can be written as 

1!1v I v = l!1z I z + 1!1d I d and demonstrates that the accuracy of the frequency scaling is 

directly related to the accuracy of the geometry measurement. In this experiment the 

distance to the detector is measured within ~ ± 0.02% and pinhole separation is measured 

within ~0.008%, with an overall accuracy of ~ ± 0.03% ( ± 2 THz). Note that it is easy to 

obtain an accuracy much higher than the resolving power of the instrument. An alternative 

technique for calibration of the optical frequency is to use a well-characterized, narrow-band 

optical source (e.g., a He-Ne laser) at one wavelength and record the interference fringes, 

which can be used to calibrate the scaling constant, zc/ d. Once determined, that constant 

can be used to accurately calibrate the spectrum of an optical field in any spectral region. 

The HHG spectrum appears as two sidebands well separated from the de term of the spatial 

frequency distribution. The harmonic peaks are broadened because of the intrinsic resolution 

of this measurement; i.e., we measure a convolution T(v) ® S(v)JL12 (v) or T(v) ® S(v), 

assuming constant JL12 (v), as is the case for this experiment. The broadening is evident from 

the comparison of the spectrum measured by the x-ray spectrometer (dashed curve of Fig. 5-

13) compared with the pinhole spectrum (solid curve). However, the width of the spectrum 

obtained from the x-ray spectrometer after being convolved with the de spike is identical to 

that obtained from the pinhole pair. The difference in the intensity of the two spectra is due 
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to the varying efficiency of spectrometer response, assunu~g constant spatial coherence 

across the harmonic specftum, as explained above. The inset of Fig. 5-13 plots the ratio of 

the two spectra, [S(v)7J(v) / S(v) = 7J(v)]. The spectral response, including an ~ 50-nm 

Si02 passivation layer on the CCD chip, must also be known for a complete determination 

of the spectral intensity distribution. 
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Figure 5-13. EUV spectrum obtained from a spectrometer [ S(v)77(v)] (dashed curve) and 

from the two-pinhole interference measurement [S(v)] (solid curve). The inset shows the 

spectrometer relative efficiency, 77(v) , inferred from these data. When the spectrometer data 

are convolved with the pinhole resolution, the measured and calculated linewidths agree to 

within 10%. 

In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated a robust and accurate technique that 

allows the absolute wavelength and spectrum of a light field to be determined from the far-

field interferogram produced by a pinhole pair. Furthermore, this technique provides a 
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convenient method of absolu!e calibration in the EUV 'region of the spectrum where few 

tunable sources currently exist. The spectrwn obtained is verified with the spectrwn 

measured by a conventional grating spectrometer. The resolution of the pinhole-pair 

spectrwn can be improved by a simple change in geometry, by either shrinking the pinhole 

diameter or increasing the pinhole separation, at the cost of reduced photon flux. The quality 

of the data is extremely high because of the implicit averaging o f the two-dimensional 

Fourier transform. Finally, this experiment provides verification of an important link 

between the spatial coherence properties of an optical field and its power spectrum. 

5.4 Ultrashort Pulse Generation 

One the most exciting features of HHG is its ability to generate very short duration pulses. 

Through HHG, people can, for the first time, reach the attosecond (1 as = 10-3 fs = 10'18 s) 

regime. For this reason, we include this section to introduce some of the efforts worldwide 

to generate attosecond pulses through HHG process. 

Femtosecond lasers have been widely used in the investigation of chemical dynamics, for 

example atomic motion in molecules and phase transitions. Studies in ultrafast phenomena 

have made great contributions to basic science [99]. HHG source, pwnped by a 

femtosecond laser, has the ability to generate ultrashort pulses. Many of the techniques 

utilizing EUV /SXR radiation introduced in chapter 1 will find new interesting applications 

with such short pulses. 

More exciting is the adventure to even shorter pulses. In the past decades progress in 

ultrafast laser technology has pushed the pulse duration of optical laser to their physical 

limit; the shortest pulses are now only a few wave cycles. However, the long wavelength 

becomes the ultimate limit. For example, one cycle of 800-nm laser lasts 2.7 fs. Therefore, 
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ultrafast optical lasers are not capable of exploring dynamics on a sub-fs time scale. To 

explore faster dynamics, for example electronic dynamics inside atoms, even shorter pulses 

are needed. HHG provides a viable technique for the generation of attosecond pulses 

because of its shorter wavelengths. Earlier works on attosecond pulse generation through 

HHG were limited to a "train" of short pulses, as a result of coherent superposition of the 

harmonics. It has been predicted [100] the HHG harmonics generated in a macroscopic 

medium are locked in phase if phasematching is realized. Those many phase-locked 

harmonics, with spacing of 2CD0 in frequency domain, can combine and generate " spikes" in 

time domain. T he width of the resultant spikes is determined by the number of harmonics 

involved; the separation is set by half laser period TL (See Fig. 5-14). The mechanism is 

similar to a mode-locking laser with many phase-locked longitudinal modes. 

1.35 fs 
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' / 
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I 

Figure 5-14. A calculated train of attosecond pulses generated by HHG. The temporal 

intensity proflie is reconstructed from the sum of five harmonics, with measured phases and 

amplitudes. The FWHM of each pulse is ~ 250 as. From Paul et al., Ref. 101. 

The aforementioned attosecond pulse train with separation of only a couple of femtosecond 

(TL/2 = 1.35 fs for 800-nrn fundamental laser) limits its application. More desirable is 
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isolated attosecond pulses . T his can be done with HHG us1ng complicated polarization 

[102], or using extremely short pulse duration (referred to as " few-cycle" pulses) IR/ visible 

lasers [1 03 , 1 04] . The latter is graphically illustrated in Fig. 5-15. In " few-cycle" pulses, the 

electric field reaches its peak magnitude only in (the central) one cycle. Based on the semi-

classical model, photons with highest energy (in the cutoff region) would be generated 

within a very narrow time window (the electron has to be released ·with "perfect" phase to 

gain maximum kinetic energy), which is m uch less than one optical cycle. 
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Figure 5-15. Isolated attosecond pulse generation through H H G process. First, the few-cycle 

visible light pulse interacts with a jet of neon atoms to produce a train of pulses in the EUV 

and soft-X-ray spectral range. The rainbow colors of the individual pulses symbolize the 

respective spectral energy con tent. The highest photon energy components are contained 

only in a single pulse generated near the peak of the driver pulse. After a high-pass filter, an 

isolated attosecond pulse would be obtained. From Hentschel et al., Ref. 105. 
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5.5 Comments on HHG as EUV /SXR Source 

The HHG source described in this chapter generates spatially coherent EUV radiation at 

around 30 nm, with photon flux o f ~2 X 1012 photons/s. This roughly converts to an 

average power of several jl.w in one harmonic peak. Such a power level in EUV is very useful 

for applications such as imaging, metrology and optic inspection, etc. It can be further 

improved using higher pump power and higher repetition rate. The peak; power is extremely 

high, thanks to the short pulse duration. When properly focused, the intensity would reach a 

very high level, permitting nonlinear optical studies in EUV /SXR region. 

However, the good performance of the source benefits a lot from the phase-matched 

interaction inside the fiber. Without using the phase-matching technique, as in the cases of 

HHG in gas jets, the available photon flux is usually 2-3 orders of magnitude lower. The 30-

nm wavelength is still longer than the more important 13-nm wavelength for EUV 

Lithography and 2.4 to 4-nm wavelength (water window) for biological imaging. Similar to 

the situation for EUV lasers discussed in the last chapter, pushing to shorter wavelength 

using HHG also proves to be very challenging. The cut-off law of HHG (Eq. (5-5)) implies 

higher photon flux can be reached with higher intensity lasers. However, using a very strong 

pump laser, the ionization rate may be too high, such that many atoms would be quickly 

ionized. Less number of neutral atoms left will result in lower HHG yields. Moreover, the 

phase-matching will also be much more difficult to realize and maintain. High ionization rate 

will produce more free electrons. Electron dispersion will accelerate the phase velocity of the 

p~p (see E q. (5-11)) . This term is small for low ionization; however, the contribution of 

this term goes up rapidly with intensity, to an extent that the pump will travel too fast to be 

phase-matched. As a result, efficient phase-matched HHG is limited to photon energy <90 
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eV. At higher energies, the EUV /SXR photon yields are too low for HHG to be a practical 

source for many experiments. Very recently quasi-phase-matching has been demonstrated at 

> 100 e V [1 06], and in the ":'ater window [1 07], in a diameter-modulated hollow fiber. 

Progress with this novel quasi-phase-matching technique would help improve the photon 

flux at shorter wavelengths and extend the applications of HHG sources further into the 

EUV /SXR spectral region. 
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Chapter 6 

Other EUV /SXR Sources 

As we have seen in prev10us chapters, producing coherent radiation at EUV /SXR 

wavelengths regwres guite a great effort. Coherent radiation is necessary for applications 

relying on interference effects, for example interferometry, holography and coherent 

imaging. For some other applications, a high degree of coherence is not necessarily a merit, 

indeed sometimes is even problematic. For example, in microscopy and lithography, spatial 

coherence can limit optical performance by introducing ringing and speckle effects, thus 

having impact on resolution, depth of focus, etc. Optimal resolution is usually achieved with 

partially coherent illumination (see section 2.2) and thus coherent sources are not always 

desired. In this chapter, we discuss examples of other EUV /SXH. sources, most of them 

largely incoherent. They are either routinely used or being actively pursued, in support of 

ongoing research or proposed future applications. 

6.1 Synchrotron-Based Sources 

Chapter 3 has focused on undulator radiation. There are other two forms of synchrotron 

radiation based on relativistic electrons accelerated by magnetic fields, bending magnets and 

wigglers, also widely available in modern synchrotron radiation facilities, each producing 

short wavelength radiation for various applications. Fig. 6-1 shows a schematic comparison 

of them. In follo-wing subsections we will briefly summarize the properties of bending 

magnet and wiggler radiation. 
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Bending Magnet -
A "Sweeping Searchlight" 

Wiggler
Incoherent Superposition 
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Undulator
Coherent Interference 

Figure 6-1. Emission pattern for synchrotron radiation from different magnet structures: 

bending magnet, wiggler, and undulator. (Following Ref. 108) 

6.1.1 Bending Magnet Radiation 

Bending magnet radiation requues the simplest structure (dipole magnet) and is least 

expensive to construct. It is also used to bend the electron beam so that it travels within the 

circular (or near-circular) storage ring and can be continuously re-circulated. Involving only a 

short impulse field (a fraction of a cycle), it produces a very broad spectrum of radiation, 

useable for many applications . For these reasons, bending magnet beamlines are widely 

available, even in 3rd_generation facilities optimized for undulator radiation. Bending magnet 

radiation is the earliest noticed form of laboratory synchrotron radiation and has been 

thoroughly studied. Here we include only some most important attributes. The spectrum and 

photon flux are closely related to a parameter, the "critical" photon energy Eo which is 

defined as: 

E = 3enBr 
c 2m 

where e and m is charge and mass of electron, B is the strength of magnet field, n is Planck's 

constant and y = Ee I mc 2 is the relativistic factor (Ec is the electron beam energy). Within a 
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bandwidth of d(J}' (J) at photon energy B, the on-axis photon flux per unit solid angle is given 

by [33] 

where I is the electron beam current, and 9 and \jf are the in-plane (plane of the electron's 

circular path) and out-of-plane angle, respectively. The function H 2 is related to a modified 

Bessel function of the second kind (denoted by K) as 

Bending magnet radiation has a characteristic emission angle of ~1 / yin the out-of-plane ('I') 

direction. The \jf-dependence can be integrated, giving the photon flux per unit in-plane 

angle (9) as 

d 2 F = 2.46xl013 Ee(GeV)l(A)GI (E I EJ photons Is 
dBdwl w mrad · (0.1 %BW) 

where G1 is another function, also related to the Bessel function K, as: 

~ 

Gl(y) = y JKs ;iY')dy' 
y 

Figure 6-2 shows the plots of H 2 and G1, as functions of the parameter B/ Be. One observes 

that bending magnet radiation is basically a broadband "white" light, covering a very wide 

spectral region, typically extending from the infrared to hard x-rays. The importance of Be is 

illustrated in the plot. Half of the radiated power is in photons of energy less than Be and the 

other half in photons of energy above Be. The spectrum has an effective cutoff at around 

4B
0 

above which the available photon flux is significantly lower. Using the Advance Light 

Source (ALS) in Berkeley as an example, with a 1.9 GeV (y=3720) storage ring and a 
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bending magnet strength of B=1.27 tesla, the critical photon energy is 3.07 keV. Thus, the 

spectrum covers the entire range of EUV /SXR wavelengths, from several tens eV to more 

than 10 ke V. This wide spectrum coverage provides convenient flexibility to various 

applications. For example, in beamline 6 at ALS, the bending magnet radiation is providing 

sufficient photon flux to both a SXR microscope, operating at 500 eV or higher, and an 

EUV metrology and calibration tool, operating in the 100 e V region. An ongoing upgrade at 

ALS has installed some "superbend" magnets with a stronger field, extending the spectrum 

well into the hard x-ray region, although ALS is considered a "low energy" machine with its 

1.9 GeV electron energy. 
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Figure 6-2. Functions H 2, representing on-axis photon flux density from a bending magnet, 

and G1, representing the vertically integrated photon flux, as functions of photon energy 

normalized to the critical photon energy. [From Chapter 5, Ref. 1] 
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With bending magnet radiation "sweeping" in the in-plane direction, more photon flux can 

be obtained using a larger collection angle 9. On the other hand, the brightness is still 

limited. Without the interference effect between N periods, the spectral brightness of 

bending magnet ra.diation is generally N 2 lower than undulator radiation. With N~100, this 

results in a typical 4 orders of magnitude lower spectral brightness . For example, at ALS the 

typical spectral brightness for bending magnet radiation is on the ,order of 1014-1015
, in unit 

of photons/ s/mrad2 /mm2/0.1 %BW, compared with 1018-1019 for undul;tor radiation. 

6.1.2 Wiggler Radiation 

Wiggler radiation has been briefly discussed in section 3.2. It corresponds to the limiting case 

of K > > 1, where the angular excursions of the electrons are much larger than 1 /y so that 

the radiation from the various magnet periods do not overlap, and therefore no interference 

effect occurs. As a result, the wiggler radiation can be well described as the incoherent 

superposition of 2N bending magnet radiation. Its spectrum is more similar to continuous 

broadband bending magnet radiation, than to the discrete peaks of undulator radiation. It 

provides higher power than bending magnet (due to the factor 2N) and reaches shorter 

wavelengths than undulator can (due to higher permitted magnetic field). Its spectral 

brightness is higher than bending magnet, but still usually 2 orders of magnitude lower tha,n 

undulator radiation at its resonant wavelengths (see Fig. 6-3). Wiggler can be a good 

candidate for applications in which high photon flux is desired but coherence is not 

important. 
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Figure 6-3. An illustration of different spectral characteristics of radiation from bending 

magnet, wiggler and undulator. [33] 

6.1.3 Femtosecond Pulses at Short Wavelengths 

Ultrafast EUV /SXR and x-rays provide many exciting research opportunities, as discussed in 

section 5.4.1 on femtosecond and attosecond pulse generation. In synchrotron radiation 

facilities, highly relativistic electrons offer another approach for the production of very short 

pulse duration radiation. As discussed in chapter 3, for an undulator, the Lorentz space-time 

transformation causes a factor of 2y contraction in the observed radiation wavelength 

compared with the undulator period Au (Eg. 3-5). Correspondingly, there is a factor of 2y 

reduction in pulse duration when compared with the time needed for an electron to pass the 

undulator. More specifically, assuming the undulator has N periods, the time for an electron 

to pass the undulator is (for highly relativistic electron, we have v ~ c) 
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It is generally not short. For example, a 6-meter long undulator corresponds to a travel time 

of 20 ns. However, the pulsewidth of the observed radiation is 

Trad = NArad I C = N(A11 I 2y2
) I C = T1ravel I 2f 

since the radiation has only N periods of oscillation at the shorter wavelength Arad· Assuming 

a 5.1-GeV electron energy (y~10,000) , the pulsewidth can then be "compressed" to 0.1 fs, or 

100 as. For bending magnet radition, the pulsewidth of the radiation from a single electron is 

even shorter. \Y/e can use the uncertainty principle to roughly estimate it: 

where (J), = Ec I n is the angular frequency corresponding to the critical photon energy E,. 

With typical E, in keV region, the pulse duration is also on the order of attoseconds. 

T he above estimations are based on a single electron. In a storage ring, the electrons travel in 

"bunches". Those bunches, however, typically have duration on the order of 10s of 

picoseconds, too long for modern investigations of ultrafast dynamics. Therefore, for 

current synchrotron radiation experiments, the factor limiting pulsewidth is the duration of 

the electron bunches. A recent experiment performed at ALS overcam e this by using a "laser 

slicing" technique to separate a very narrow electron pulse ( r slice ~ 100 fs) from the longer 

electron bunch in the storage ring (r ~ 30 ps for ALS). In the experiment, femtosecond 

laser pulses (~100 fs) from a Ti:sapphire laser sys tem were synchronized to the storage ring 

master clock and co-propagated with the electron bunches through a wiggler. The high 

electric field of the laser pulse produces an energy modulation to the electrons; the electrons 

can be accelerated or decelerated, depending on the optical phase seen by the electron at the 

entrance of the wiggler. Optimized condition for energy modulation occurs when the wiggler 
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1s resonantly tuned, i.e., the central wavelength of the wigglers, Au =A-" I 2 y *2 
(same 

notations as used in chapter 3), equals to the laser wavelength. The energy modulation can 

be several times as large as the original electron beam energy spread, and the electrons with 

modulated energy can be spatially separated from the electron bunch in a dispersive bending 

magnet. The electron "slice" then radiates in a following bending magnet, producing 

femtosecond x-ray pulses, which can also be spatially separated at the beamline image plane 

and utilized in downstream experiments . This process is illustrated in Fig. 6-4. 

x-ray beamline 1 
~~~~~~~-~~1~ 

femtosecond x-rays 

30 ps electron bunch 

A B c 

Figure 6-4. Schematic of the laser slicing method for generating femtosecond synchrotron 

pulses. (A) Co-linear laser interaction with electron bunch in a resonantly tuned wiggler. (B) 

Transverse separation of energy modulated electrons in a dispersive bend of the storage ring. 

(C) Separation of the femtosecond synchrotron radiation at the beamline image plane. From 

Schoenlein et al., Ref 109. 

Another proposal [110, 111] , the LUX (Linac-based Ultrafast X-ray facility), proposes to use 

dedicated, recirculating, superconducting linacs to produce 2.5-3 Ge V electron beam at 10 

kHz repetition rate. The pulse length of the electron bunch is 2 ps. Soft x-rays will be 

produced through laser seeded, cascaded harmonic generation process in undulators [112] . 

The process is a seeded FEL (free electron laser) process, in which two undulators are used. 
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The first one is modulator, in which the electric field of the seed laser modulates the energy 

of the electrons. The modulator is followed by a dispersion section, in which the energy 

modulation is converted into a coherent spatial density modulation. The electron bunch then 

enters another undulator, the radiator, which is tuned to harmonic wavelength of the seed 

laser and radiates coherently. Using a tunable seed, calculations indicate that it could produce 

femtosecond harmonics in the 20 e V - 1 ke V spectral region by using four cascaded stages 

(Fig. 6-5) . T he light will be fully coherent, with 10-200 fs pulse duration. For hard x-rays, the 

electron beam will pass through 2-meter-long, 1.4-cm period undulators and generate high 

spectral brightness undulator radiation. Novel bunch tilting and x-ray pulse recompression is 

proposed to compress the x-ray pulse to less than 100 fs [113]. The photon energy would be 

tunable over 1-12 keV, by utilizing undulator harmonics. Both soft and hard x-rays would be 

synchronized with pump laser sys tems for excitation/probe experiments . 

Tuneable. seed laser 

Figure 6-5. In the proposed LUX facility, soft x-rays are generated through laser seeded, 

cascade harmonic generation process, covering photon energies of 20 e V - 1 ke V. The 

output would preserve the coherence of the seed laser. From Ref. 111. 
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An earlier effort to produce femtosecond x-ray involve Thomson scattering of femtosecond 

infrared laser pulses by relativistic electrons [114]. The scattered light was frequency up

shifted to the x-ray region by a similar factor of 2y (90° scattering, forward direction). With 

this setup, a modest electron energy (50 MeV in the experiment, y=98) was sufficient to 

generate 30 ke V hard x-ray photons using an 800-nm infrared laser. The duration of the x

ray pulse was about 300 fs . This approach has the advantage of reaching the hard x-ray 

region using lower energy electrons, but generated only a modest photon flux due to small 

Thomson scattering cross section. (In the reported experiment, ~3 X 104 x-ray photons per 

300 fs pulse were collected under the following conditions: 60-mJ, 100-fs (FWHM) laser 

pulses; electron bunches of 1.3 nC charge, 20 ps (F\'V'HM) pulse duration; and an interaction 

region of 90 1-lm in diameter.) 

6.2 Plasma Radiation Sources for EUV Lithography 

Plasma radiation sources are small-scale sources and thus can be widely deployed. They are 

of essential importance for more widespread use of short wavelength applications, for 

example EUV Lithography (EUVL). EUVL, as the leading candidate for next generation 

lithography at feature sizes of 32 run and below, is experiencing extensive research and 

engineering investments from the semiconductor industry and collaborating national labs. 

One of the top issues for the success of EUVL 1s the source. To match the good 

performance of Mo/Si multilayer-coated mirrors, EUVL operates 1n the 13-14 run 

wavelength region. A typical EUV stepper (the optical printing tool) consists of 9 to 10 

multilayer mirrors, limiting the effective bandwidth to about 2% - 2.5% (See Fig. 1-4 for a 

typical reflection curve of one multilayer coating). High volume production tools require 
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high average power from the >source to be economically competitive; The current 

requirement on the EUV ·radiation source is an in-band· power. (2% bandwidth, .. 13;5 . run 

central wavelength; spectrally clean and partiwlate free) of'about 100 W at an interril~diate 

focus (after collecting optics) to support a processing rate ofone hundred 300-mm wafers 

per· hour. r:(here are also stringent requirements. on repetition :rate~; stability: of output power, 

etendue (equivalent to phase-space product), and lifetime of the condenser optics, etc [115). 

Current efforts toward commercial EUVL sources include laser-produced-plasma (LPP) and 

electric discharge plasma sources .. In LPP, high (peak and average) power lasers are used to 

generate a plasma and heat it to an EUV emitting temperature. The target is usually Xe, 

while other materials, for example Sn, are also under investigation. An LPP source is 

relatively easy to scale up (by using more powerful pump laser), but the overall conversion 

efficiency (from electricity to EUV) is low. Discharge sources use a high current electrical 

discharge to initiate and heat the plasma. They directly convert electrical power to EUV 

radiation, thus the overall efficiency is higher. They are also very compact. However, one big 

problem facing discharge sources is debris. Particles are generated from hot plasma 

interaction with the electrodes and surrounding materials. These particles must be prevented 

from reaching the multilayer collecting optics as the deposition will quickly degrade the 

mirror reflectivity. Gas curtains and traps are used to reduce particle contamination, but the 

problem is not yet solved. 

Table 6.1 lists the current accomplishments of EUVL source developers. While the output 

power has been improved significantly during the past several years, the available clean, in

band power is still a factor of ten low. As can be seen from the table, the current best level 

of power at intermediate focus is about 10 W, far frorn the required ~100 W. Further 

improvements are clearly nee~ed if this technology is to be used in 2009, as planned. To 
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increase the EUV power, possible approaches include scaling up 'the laser or, discharge drive 

power and increasing conversion· efficiency, the latter by creating more favorable plasma 

conditions and perhaps using alternate materials;. Increasing puinp pow,er will also require 

improved thermal management, better control ;of ·debris, and:,'other .. engineering 

considerations. The challenge ·facing source ·developer is significant; ,and presently a 

bottleneck for the commercial deployment of EUVL. 
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Table 6-1; Comparison of current EUV Lithography source candidates as of February 2003 

(Courtesy of G. D. Kubiak, Sandia National Lab) · ·. 
·' 

., 

Laser-produced Dense Plasma Capillary Hollow-Cathode 
Source plasma .. Fo.cus discharge Triggered Pi.nch Z-Pinch 

·• TRW•, Jmar, ,, 

VNL,.Xtreme 
Tech., 

Powerlase, VNLIUCF, Philips, ILT 
Develope·rs E:U.VA Cy:mer Gremi, EUVA Aachen. Xtrem,e Tech. 

Demonstrated 13 nm power 4.3 avg, 10.5(Xe) 8· avg. 
l<w /sr in 2% BW) 3.5 17.2 burst .2.9 31.5 (Sn) 23.9 burst 

Power@ Inter. Focus (W) 9.4 5 Avg. 4 5 (Xe) . 6.9 Avg. 

Demonstrated average 
repetition rate 5000 1000 10,000 4500 2000 
Demon stated peak repetition 
rate 6000 4000 10,000 4500 6000 

Projected repetition rate 26000 6000-10,000 >10,000 (mpx) >6000 >6000 

Input pulse energy (J) 0.9 12 3 2.67 5.0- 15.0 

Protected heat loadlWJ 23;000 up to 90,000 30,000 30,000 . up to 90,000 
. , ... 

Source size (m m) 0.3Diam. 0.4 Diam x 2.5 0.8 Diam. 0.5 Diam. X1.8 1.3 Diam. X 2.3 

Source-limited "C1" Lifetime 
(pulses) 2.0E+08- 1 E+09 >5E+07 1.0E+07 1.0E+08 >1.0E+06 

Maximum demonstrated CE·in 0.9% Xe; · 
27t sr 2.2% sn· 0.45% 0.30% 0 .. 55% 0.55% 

----------------------

Star Pinch 

PLEX 

9 

9 

1000 

1000 

8000 

10 

80,000 

-0.7 Diam x 3.2 

>1.0E+07 

0.60% ' 



Chaptet7 · 

Conclusion 

We have investigated . the properties of three currently available EUV /SXR sources: 

undulator radiation, laser, and high-order harmonic generation. In this fin:ai chapter, we 

sumrriarize and C()~pare their attributes and limitations for P()tential applicati<?ns. 

Of the three kinds of sources, 'undulator radiation has the best spectral coverage and highest 

. ·- . 
average power (photon flux). Undulators in low energy (1-3 GeV) synchrotron radiation 

facilitie~ provide continuo,usly tunable radiation throughout the EUV /SXR r~gion. Reaching 

shorter wavelength (hard x-rays) can be realized in a straightforward way; by using higher 

energy (6-8 GeV) machines. The central radiation cone of undulator radiation typically 

contains watt-level avera~e power, within a few percent relative spectral bandwidth. The 

central radiation cone power can be further filtered, both spectrally and spatially, to provide 

radiation with desired coherence properties. Milliwatt-levels of spatially 'coherent power are 

readily obtaiped. 

Limited accessibility to synchrotron facilities is a significant obstacle for the spreading of 

EUV /SXR s·cienc~ arid technology. The other two kinds of sources, the laser and HHG 

source, .hold.t?e promise of becotping complementatz. s~ur2~s because ~f their smaller sizes. 

In the experiments described in previous chapters; we demonstrated both sources' 

capabilities to produce coherent EUV radiation at very useful power level. Moreover, both 

of them have some ur:lique properties that are not-available with undulators. For lasers, high 

energy per pulse and good temporal coherence (monochromaticity) make them the suitable 

sources for experiments such as single-shot interferometry and 3-D holography. For HHG, 
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the· femtosecond (and. even shorter)· pulse dl:iration • will· push ultrafast phenomenon· studies 

to a new spectral region; Both of the compact so~ces also gemitate; tmkh higher peak 

powers, promising new opportrinities' for norilirtear 'optics and strong light -matter interaction 

stUdies iri the EUV /SXR region: 

The twn ·tabletop sources have their litnitatibri's> Th~y both face significant challenges to 

teach shorter 'wavelengths (see set:tion 4A and SA for detailed discussions}. Except fot the 

46:9-nrillaser described in this thesis, the spatial coherence ·of"other EUV /SXR lasers is still 

qtl.ite litiiited~ 'due to theii ASE-ba~ed configutatibri. For HHG, the conversion efficiency is 

still iow, limiting' the pUlse energy to i:he Arlevel and ·average power to the j..lW-level, even 

with phase-matching. 

The above comparisons ate st.ullmariZ.ed 'in Table 7-1. 

Table 7-1. Comparison of the three sources 

../ Tunable across a wide range X Big Facilities 

Undulator · ../ Very useful average power X Limited Accessibility 

../ Good coherence with filtering 

../ Monochromatic X Limited spatial coherence (SXR) 

Laser ../ High energy per pulse X Scalability to shorter wavelengths 

; 
../ Good spatial coherence (EUV) 

../ Coherent X Pulse energy /Average power 

HHG ../ Good spectral coverage (EUV) X Scalability to shorter wavelengths 

../ Ultra-short pulse 
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Giv.en. the,difficulties for both: laser; and HHG source to .reach higher photon e11;ergtes,: 

undulator. radiation will .contin,ue .to. be the best coherent radiation source for SXR 

wavelengths (< 5 run): At theJong~r. ;EUV wavelengths, y.jth rapid progress in both laser 

and HHG source developments, it is very likely that these two sources will be able .. to. 

provide adequate pow~r and stability for practicalapplications in the .coming years. In fact, 

the two particular sources described in this thesis have already been usedin applications of 

interfer01netry. and holography. The compact sourc~s will accelerate scientific and 

technological advances in areas such as metrologies for_EUV lithography, microscopy, high

density plasm~ . dynamics probing,. and ultraf~st _dynamics of molecules and : surfaces. 

Moreover, once the sources become widely available to more scientists, we believe new ideas 

and applications will emerge. The next decade will probably witness a fast expansion of EUV 

techniques to a larger community. 
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